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INTRODUCTION 
Hay is an important crop in Iowa. Approximately 10 percent of all 
the harvested crop acres in Iowa are hay acres . Iowa's hay harvest during 
the 1970's has averaged 2 .43 million acres and 6.98 million tons of 
hay (17) . In addition, considerable amounts of corn stover have been 
harvested for livestock feed in recent years. There are no figures 
available for acres or tonnages of harvested corn stover . 
Harvesting such large hay crops has traditionally been a labor-
intensive , time-consuming, and physically strenuous task. The thirty 
years prior to 1970 were marked with little innovation in hay harvesting 
technology. About 1940, the self-knotting field pickup baler was intro-
duced. Throughout the 1940 ' s, 1950's, and 1960's cutterbar mowers, side-
delivery rakes, and square -bale field pickup balers were the standard 
hay-harvesting machines (38). Not until the middle 1960's did farmers 
begin us ing mower-conditioners and windrowers, which combined cutting, 
c rimping, and windrowing into one operation. A 1967 U.S. Department of 
Agric ulture estimate of hay cutting in the corn belt states, including 
Iowa (37), showed that 79 percent of all hay was still being cut with 
c utterbar mowers, while 20 percent was cut with mower-conditioners or 
windrowers. Inventions to save bale-handling labor such as bale 
accumulators , bale throwers, and mechanical bale-handling wagons had been 
developed , but only moderately adopted. The USDA (37) has estimated 
that, as late as 1967, in the Corn Belt states, 96 . 7 percent of all 
harvested hay was baled .. Of the baled hay, 56 percent was loaded with a 
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chute and trailing wagon, 29 percent was loaded from the ground to a 
wagon by hand, 11 percent was loaded with a bale thrower, while only 4 
percent was handled by other methods s uch as accwnulators or mechanical 
bale wagons . 
In the late 1960 ' s and early 1970's , two revolutionary innovations 
in field hay packaging were introduced. The first innovation was the 
stack- forming wagon or stacker. This machine forms compac t stacks of 
loose hay . Most stackers pick up the windrow with a flail pickup and 
blow the hay into an enclosed wagon or chamber. The top of the chamber 
is hydraulically or mechanically lowered to compress the loose hay 
several times during stacking. When a full stack is formed , it can be 
discharged in the field for later transport to storage or it can be 
moved with the stacker and be discharged at the storage site. Stack 
weiqht depends on the material stacked and the machine ' s capacity. 
Types a nd sizes of stackers are now available to make s tacks varying 
from one to eight tons (8). Common stack sizes are about 7 ft wide , 8 ft 
l o ng , and 8 ft high ; 8 ft wide , 14 ft long, and 10 ft high; and 8 ft 
wide , 20 ft long, and 1 2 ft high. 
The other packaging innovation was the l arge roll or round baler . 
These balers produce large cylindrical bales ranging from 800 lb to 
3 ,000 lb. There are two mechanical methods of forming the bale. One 
method picks up the hay from the windrow and rolls the hay in an interior 
chamber created by a series of belts. The other method rolls the windrow 
on the ground, similar to rolling up a carpet (8). The large round bales 
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are wrapped around the outside with twine and dropped in the field as 
they are made. Three conunon sizes are 4 ft in length and 2 1/2 to 5 ft 
in diameter , 5 ft in length and 2 1/2 to 6 ft in diameter , and 6 ft in 
length and 2 1/2 to 7 ft in diameter . 
The stacks and l arge round bales can be moved to and from storage 
by a tractor equipped with a three-point-hitch mover, a wheeled trail-type 
mover , or a front-end loader. Larger stacks must be moved with a wheeled 
trail- type mover. The stacks and large bales are designed t o shed wa t er 
for outdoor storage . Both stackers and large round balers can be used 
to harvest another important forage, corn stover . 
Advantages cla imed for large hay packaging over conventional square-
bale systems include the eliminat ion of physical hay-handling drudgery , 
smaller wo rk crews , and the elimination of the need for hay storage 
structures. The faster packaging rates of l arge package machi nes re-
duce the total haying time and potentially permit more hay to be har-
vested within the optimal yield and quality time range . Disadvantages 
claimed are higher machinery costs, potentially greater storage and 
feeding losses, and less marketabi l ity compared to square bales. New 
feeding techniques must also be learned (4 , 8 , 9 , 27) . 
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OBJECTIVES 
The overall purpose of this study is to develop recommendations and 
guidelines useful to Iowa farmers in selecting dry forage harvesting 
systems and estimating harvesting costs . The specific objectives are: 
(a) to identify and classify large-package dry forage harvesting 
equipment and systems used in Iowa. 
(b) to obtain and evaluate technical information on large-package 
dry forage harvesting systems. 
(c) to obtain and evaluate the experiences of Iowa farm-users of 
various larqe-package harvesting systems. 
(d) to derive the fixed and variable costs for the machines and 
dry storage harvesting systems on a per ton basis under given sets of 
economic and financial conditions. 
(e) to determine optimal dry f orage systems for a representative 
Iowa farm. Harvesting, storage , and feeding losses will be considered. 
Th e indirect effects of labor opportunity costs will be included in 
addition to the direct effects of mac hinery costs. 
This study does not consider the e~onomic rationale for growing 
legumes and grasses. It is not an objective of this paper to analyze 
the relative profitability of forage-using livestock enterprises or to 
develop optimal livestock production systems. The representative situ-
ations are used to demonstrate the use of the collected data in selecting 
an optimal forage harvesting system. This study makes no comparisons 
with wet forage harvesting. Only beef enterprises , not dairy or s heep, 
will be considered on the representative farm . 
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EVALUATION OF MACHINERY USE 
Interview Procedure 
To obtain user information, personal interviews were conducted in 
Augus t 1976 with twenty-eight Iowa farmer-owners of stackers and large 
r ound balers . Names were selected from suggestions provided by county 
extension agents , ma chinery dealers, and local farmers. An effort was 
made to assure that common types and sizes of machines were represented 
and geographically distributed across the state. 
Mail questionnaires were sent earlier t o twelve manufacturers of 
stackers and large round balers. The manufacturers were asked to give 
the current list price , recommended tractor size, estimated field 
capacity, variable operating cost , repair cost s , and estimated wear- out 
life for each of their large-package machines. Company sales managers 
we r e asked to give the number of sales to date for each machine by r egion 
in Iowa. 
The sales information indicated that the most popular stackers were 
the one-ton and two-to-three-ton sizes, and that the most popular large 
round balers were the 1200 to 1800 lb size. Sales information also indi-
cated that most sales of large-package haying equipment were in South-
western , Southeastern, and Northeastern Iowa. These three areas are 
also the three major hay regions of Iowa (17) . The farmer interviews 
were conducted in these three regions. 
The distribution of interview participants was: 
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(a) Southwestern Iowa 
1 
4 large round balers: all Vermeer 605Cs . 
6 stackers: 4 Hesston StakHand 10s, 1 John Deere 100, 
1 Hesston StakHand 30A. 
(b) Southeastern Iowa 
10 large round balers: 5 Vermeer 605Cs, 3 Vermeer 706Cs, 
2 Hesston 5800s. 
4 Stackers: 3 Hesston StakHand 10s, 1 Hesston StakHand 30A. 
(c) Northeastern Iowa 
4 large round balers: all Vermeer 605Cs 
4 stackers: 3 Hesston StakHand 10s, 1 Hesston StakHand 30A. 
Two farmers each owned two large round balers , one farmer owned both 
a large round baler and a stacker, and one farmer owned two stackers, 
making the twenty- eight owners represent thirty-two machines : fourteen 
stackers and eighteen large round balers. The interview form used is 
shown in Appendix A. 
Survey Results 
The observations reported generally follow the order of the inter-
view form. Comparisons with information provided by other sources were 
made when it was appropriate. 
Experiences were based on two to five seasons of use . The average 
length of ownership for the twenty-eight farmers was three years. All 
of the farmers visited thought that the useful machine life (ignoring 
1 
The use of commercial names is to help identify the machines and 
does not imply endorsement of these machines over those of other manu-
facturers. 
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potential obsolescence) for both stackers and balers is at l ea s t t en 
years . Repair costs could not be estima t ed well from the interviews. 
Farmers have had only a few years experience with the new machines , and 
the variability in repair bills was great . Estimates varied from zero 
to $300 per year . It does seem that l arge round balers have a more 
constant repair cos t per year , while repairs for stackers are mor e 
variable from year to year. 
Package weight depends on the type of hay material , mo i s ture 
content, operator skill , a nd operator preference . Generally, the farmer s 
credited the l a rge- package machines with a l ower package weight than did 
the manufacturers. Owners of Hesston StakHand 10s r eported an average 
hay stack weight of 2 , 000 lbs. Corn stover stack we i ghts varied from 
1 , 000 to 2 , 000 lbs. The Hesston Company rates their Model 10 at 2 ,500 
lbs f or hay . Hesston StakHand 30A owners r eported hay stack weights from 
3 , 000 to 4 , 500 lbs ,whereas the Hesston Company rates the StakHand 30A 
at 6 , 000 lbs. The interviews indicated t hat Vermeer 605C bales we ighed 
1,200 t o 1 , 500 lbs. The Vermeer Company rates the 605C model baler at 
1,500 to 1,800 lbs. Vermeer 706C owners claimed t hat 706C bales 
weighed from 1,600 to 2, 700 lbs. The Vermeer Company rates their 706C 
model baler at 2 , 500 to 3,000 lbs. Throughout the remainder of this 
study , Hesston StakHand 10 and similarly sized stacker s will be referred 
to as "o ne-ton Stackers ," Hesston StakHand JOA and similarly s ized 
stackers will be referred t o as "two-ton stackers ," Vermeer 605C balers 
and similarly sized balers will be referred to as "1,500 lb round 
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balers," and Vermeer 706C balers and similarly sized balers will be 
referred to as "2,500 lb round balers." The names of different machines 
for each size and type are given in Table BS . 
The 1,500 lb r ound balers had packaging rates of twelve to fifteen 
bales per hour . Owners of 2 ,500 lb round balers reported rates of 
eight to ten bales per hour. One-ton stackers stacked four to six stacks 
of hay per hour o r four corn stover stacks per hour. Two-ton stackers 
stacked two to five stacks of hay per hour or three corn stover stack 
per hour. All of these rates are close to the rates suggested by the 
manufacturers . Packaging rates are affected by terrain, yields , hay 
conditions, and operator desire. Packaging rate and operator skill 
were thought to have the strongest effect on the soundness and quality 
of the package made. 
Most farmers interviewed preferred to use a tractor with a cab as 
the source of power for their large-package machines because of dirt 
and hay dust in the field. Cabbed tractors are generally larger 
tractors in the 90 to 125 horsepower range. 
MowP.rs and side-delivery rakes are still used to cut and windrow 
hay, but mower-conditioners and windrowers are becoming more pr evalent. 
The twenty-eight farmers collectively owned ten mowers, eleven mower-
conditioners , seven pull-type windrowers, three self- propelled windrowers, 
twenty- two side-delivery rakes, and twenty-four small square balers . 
Ten of the thirteen stacker owners did custom work for other farmers , 
Thirteen of the sixteen large round baler owners did custom work. 
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Custom rates from the interview were $3 . 50 t o $4. 50 per bale for 1 , 500 
llJ bules , a nd $7. 50 to $10 . 00 per s t ack for one ton stacks . 
The types of hay usua lly grown were alfalfa , alfalfa- orchardgrass , 
o r alfalfa-bromegras s . 
Nineteen of the twenty-eight farmers still made at least a small 
amount of hay into small bales . Some wished to use available covered 
s torage or carry a reserve of small bales. Others wanted small bales 
for small f eeding jobs or for emergencies, such as bad weather , when 
large packages cannot be moved. Straw was often put into small bales 
f or easier use or marketing. Corn stover packages were made by all of 
the stacke r owners but by only o ne-half of the baler owners. The 
condition of the stover is more critical for baling than it is for 
s tac king. Corn stalks mus t usually be cut with a stalk shredder or 
rotar y scy the and raked into windrows for baling. 
Large hay p ac kaqes are designed to be s tored out side. Of the 
twe nty-eight farmers inte rviewed, fifteen stored their ha y at a central 
location , thirteen stored their hay i n the field, and two stored the 
packages inside buildings. Two farmers used two methods. The twenty-
eight farmers' estimates of large-package weight l oss due t o weathering 
are shown in Table 1. By comparison, Parsons , Petritz , and Lechtenberg 
( 28 ) r e ported a we ight loss due to weath ering of 5 to 6 percent above 
the no rmal weight l oss of hay in cove r ed storage. Weather deter iora tion 
was confi ned to the outside 2 to 4 inc hes o f large round bales and the 
top 4 to 5 inches of stacks . All the farmers interviewed were confident 
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that s t o rage and weathering losses are relatively s mal l. 
Only three dairy farmers were interviewed, one in each area . North-
eastern Iowa has many dairy f armers , but conunents i ndic ated that most 
dairy farmers p r e f er t o use either haylage or barn-stored small bales to 
keep feed quality high . Dairy cows tend not to eat the spoiled material 
in large packages, while beef cattle will. All other farmers inter-
viewed had beef cow herds. Nine farmers also used large packages to 
feed feeder cattl e . Seventeen owners fed corn stover stacks to their 
beef cow herds . The ratio of corn stover pac kages to hay pac kages fed 
varied from 2:1 to 1:1 to 1:2. Table 2 gives the methods of f eeding 
the packages to beef cows . 
Table 2 . Methods of feeding large packages to beef cows by twenty- eight 
farmers interviewed 
Type of package 
and location 
Large Bales 
S .W. I owa 
S . E. Iowa 
N.E. Iowa 
Large Stac ks 
S .w. I owa 
S . E. Iowa 
N.E. Iowa 
Total 
Racks in 
field 
3 
6 
2 
4 
3 
2 
20 
Racks in 
lot 
2 
3 
2 
4 
2 
1 
14 
Racks not 
used 
2 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
6 
12 
Generally , those interviewed used racks in the field for cows and 
racks in the lot for feeder cattle. Few farmers fed without racks , and 
no one used such methods as unlimited open grazing of packages or moving 
a feeding fence along the storage area . Scattering small bales acr oss 
the fi e ld was the common feeding method previously used by the twenty-
eight farmers interviewed. 
Most of the farmers thought that feeding losses were less than 5 
percent, as shown in Table 3. 
Table 3. Feeding wastes estimated by the twenty-eight farmers inter-
viewed 
Type of package 
and location 
Large Ba l es 
S .w. Iowa 
S . E. Iowa 
N.E. Iowa 
Subtotal 
Large Stacks 
S .W. Iowa 
S . E. Iowa 
N.E. Iowa 
Subtotal 
Total 
Less than 5 
1 
4 
4 
9 
5 
2 
4 
11 
20 
Percent Wasted 
5-10 
2 
2 
0 
4 
0 
1 
0 
l 
5 
10-20 
1 
1 
() 
2 
0 
1 
0 
1 
3 
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Lechtenberg, Smith, Parsons, and Petritz (21) estimated wastes for 
hay fed in a rack on concrete as 3.7 percent by weight, and a rack on 
pasture as 4 . 7 percent by weight. Most farmers estimated that feeding 
waste from corn stover stacks was 20 to 25 percent. 
The quality of hay in large packages was considered as good or 
better than small bales stored outside. Lechtenberg, Smith, Parsons , 
and Petritz (21) reported that hay in the unweathered core portion of 
the large hay package is of compar able quality to hay packaged in con-
ventional bales and barn stored. When comparing stacks for quality of 
storage with large bales, the farmers interviewed could not agree on 
quality differences. Experience with hay packages carried over into a 
second winter season was limited. Farmers generally tried to avoid having 
large-package hay carryover . 
The large balers were generally considered faster than the stackers . 
Large bales were considered slightly easier to handle, transport, and 
market. Large balers were not considered to work as well as stackers 
for packaging corn stover . 
The reasons given for adopting the large package systems were: 
(a) Less physically strenuous labor was required both during summer 
harvesting and winter feeding. 
(b) Less time was spent haying and feeding. 
(c) More of the hay crop could be harvested at the optimal growth 
stage for quality and yield. 
14 
(d) The systems eliminated the need for hired labor. Most all 
farmers agreed that good workers were hard to find and costly to hire. 
(e) The systems eliminated the need f or flat wagons, bale ele-
vators , and storage buildings. 
15 
PRCX:EDURE FOR MACHINERY COST ANALYSIS 
Machinery cos t s are composed of fixed , or ownership, cos t s and 
variable, or operating costs. The fixed costs include depreciation, 
interest on investment , sales and property taxes, insurance, and housing . 
The variable costs are labor, fuel, oil and filters, repairs, maintenance , 
and twine. Investment credit and tax deductions for interest paid on 
machinery debt and for depreciation reduce the total income taxes of the 
machine owner. This tax savings can be considered a reduction of annua l 
ownership costs and should be calculated as such. The value of yield 
losses from untimely operations due t o limited machine capacity can also 
be considered when analyzing machine costs; however , hay quality loss 
occurs before actual tonnage loss . The value of quality loss is diffi-
cult to measure. To cal culate these costs at different levels of use, 
a FORTRAN computer program was used. This program was developed by 
Dr . George E. Ayres, Extension Agricultural Engineering , Iowa State 
University , and modified to include tax savings cost reductions by Dr. 
Craig V. Fulton, formerly of the Center for Agricultural and Rural 
Development. The program computes f i xed cost components for each year. 
These costs for each year were discounted to present equivalent values , 
s ummed for all years, and multipl ied by a capital recovery factor to 
find annual equivalent costs. 
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Depreciation 
In this study , depreciation was calculated by using the four re-
maining farm value equations in the Agricultural Engineers Yearbook 
(1) : 
(a) Group 1 implements Percent 64(0.885)n 
(b) Group 2 implements Percent 60(0 .885) n 
(c) Group 3 implements Percent 56(0.885)n 
( d) Tractors Percent = 68(0 .920)n 
These equations express the remaining on-farm values of a machine 
for the end of a year ~ as a percentage of the initial list price of 
the machine. Remaining on-farm values were computed by multiplying the 
percentage times the list price of the machine . Thus, the difference 
between the list price and the remaining farm value was the amount of 
depreciation. The ownership period of the machines was assumed to be 
either seven years or ten years. A machine with a useful life of at 
least seven years is eligible for the full investment credit . The ten 
year ownership period is the traditional useful life used in most 
economic and engineering studies . 
Windrowers and mower-conditioners were assumed to have a seven year 
life. All other machinery was assumed to have a ten year life. The 
group l implements include the racked wagons , mower-conditioners, and 
windrowers. Cutterbar mowers and side-delivery rakes are group 2 
implements. Conventional small square balers are group 3 implements. 
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Since the new stackers and large balers are not known to fit into any 
of the four implement groups, 10 percent was used as a salvage value 
percentage . 
Interest on Investment 
Interest on money invested in farm machinery is an opportunity cost 
of ownership, representing the earnings forfeited by not investing in 
another productive resource or enterprise . In this study, the capital 
recovery method was used to determine depreciation and interest on 
investment . This method combines the repayment of depreciation and 
the return on the investment during t he machine's life into a series of 
equal annual payments at compound interest (16). The exact technique 
used in this study was (34, pp. 47, 94): 
AEC = B(a/p)i - V(~/f)i 
n n 
where 
AEC annua l equivalent cost 
B = initial cost or price of the machine 
V = salvage value at the end of the n-th year 
i interest rate 
n = number of years 
a/p i(l + i)n/[(l + i)n - l] a uniform series worth of a 
present sum or capital recovery factor 
a/ f i([(l + i)n - l] a uniform series worth of a future sum 
or a sinking fund factor. 
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This technique finds the annual equivalent o f the initial cost less 
an annual equivalent of the salvage value. 
The interest rate assumed was 9 percent. Thi s interest ra te re-
flected the current cost of borrowing mo ney to purchase farm machinery . 
Taxes and Insurance 
The sales tax in Iowa is 3 percent of the list price of a machine 
or the "boot" portion if there is a "trade-in." In this study, all 
machines were assumed to be purchased new. Their purc hase price was the 
s uggest ed retail list price. The sales tax, freight, and set-up charges 
wer e e xc luded and were assumed equal to a cash discount or trade-in 
allowa nce of 4 to 5 percent. Property taxes on farm machinery are being 
phased out in Iowa, but they will continue to be assessed for a few 
mor e years . The current tax rate in Iowa is 21.6 c ents for $1,000 of 
assessed va lue, and the a ssessed value is now 100 percent of estimated 
market value at the beginning o f each year (3) . 
Most farmers purchase property insurance for their major machinery 
to allow for replacement in c ase of a natural disaster such as a fire 
or wind storm. Current rates for farm machinery insurance in Iowa 
range from $6.00 to $10 . 00 per $1, 000 of valuation (3 ) . 
Annual taxes and insurance costs wer e lumped together as .8 percent 
of the remaining machine value at the beginning of each year. The 
annual costs were discounted and then summed to find the present value. 
The present value figure was multiplied by the capi tal recovery factor 
to find the annual equivalent cost of taxes and insurance. 
19 
Ho us ing 
Housing, tools , and maintenance equipment for machinery can result in 
fewer repairs, less deterioration of parts, higher reliability in the 
field, and a higher trade-in value. The costs of providing housing and 
maintenance facilities should be charged to the machine, or an extra 
charge for the increased repair costs of machinery not protected should 
be made. In this study, annual housing costs were 2 percent of the 
list price or original cost of the mac hi ne. This includes part of the 
cost of tools and a farm shop. The housing cost was expressed as a 
percentage of original cost because it should not change over the life 
of the machine. Since the housing cost was the same each year, the 
annual equivalent cost o f housing was the annual cost . 
Repairs and Ma intenance 
Repairs and maintenance costs were estimated from a series of 
equatio ns developed by Bowers (7) . The equations estimated the total 
accumulated repair costs for the different types of machinery. The 
repair costs included all parts and labor , whether the repairs are made 
in a commer cial s hop or on the farm. The general form of the total 
repair cost equations is: 
RC3 TAR = ILP x RCl x RC2 x L 
whe r e 
20 
'!'AR total accumulated r epair costs estimated at "L" 
L per cent of wear out life of the machine when acc umulated 
repair costs are estimated 
ILP = initial list price of mac hine 
RCl = a constant that expresses the ratio of TAR to ILP at 
L = 100 percent 
RC2 and RC3 are constants that determine the shape of the accumu-
lated repair cost curve for any specific machine . For all equations the 
1 f h ' C2 RC) '11 1 h L 1 100 va ue o t e expression R x L wi equa one w en equa s 
percent . These equations assume that there is no inflation on parts and 
labor. 
The equations used in this study and the wear out life in hours of 
the machines in this s tudy are given in Tables Bl and B2. 
The cost of repairs and maintenance were cal c ulated for each year . 
These costs were discounted and then summed to find the present value of 
repair and maintenance costs . This figure was multip lied by the ap-
propriate capital recovery factor to find the annual equivalent cost of 
repairs and maintenance . 
Fuel, Oil , and Filters 
In this study, fuel costs were estimated by one of two methods . The 
first me thod used Persson equations for fuel consumpti on (1) . The 
equations are based on the maximum equivalent PTO horsepower of the 
engine , equivalent PTO horsepower being used, maximum governed engine 
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RPM , and the engine RPM being used. The equation for diesel engines 
is ( 1) : 
Fuel consumption in gals/hr = 
7 [1 7{ Actual RPM)2 .Actual PTOHP}] . Actual PTOHP . 04 + . 3 ' Max RPM ;-Max PTOHP 
The equation for gasoline engines is (1) : 
Fuel consumption in gals/ hr = 
59 [l +. 5ll(Actual RPM)2/Actual PTOHP}] . Actual PTOHP .O Max RPM Max PTOHP 
These equations were used to calculate fuel consumption for all 
machine operations except transporting of hay or stover which requires 
no PTO engine power . For hauling operations, the diesel engine ASAE 
method was used (31) . This method is based upon the PTO horsepower of 
the tractor. The method determines the average fuel usage of tractors 
in gallons per hour. The ASAE average fuel use formula for diesel 
e ngines is (31) : 
PTO hp x 0.044 fuel consumption in gals/ hr 
In this study, all tractor engines were assumed to be diesel engines. 
Self-propelled windrowers were assumed to have gasoline engines . The 
prices for gasoline and diesel fuel were $0.43 and $0 . 39 per gallon, 
respectively. These prices were averages for several points in Iowa in 
September of 1976 . Taxes were subtracted off the gasoline price. Engine 
oil and filter costs were estimated at 15 percent of fuel costs . Tr ans-
mission oil, filters , and other lubricants, such as grease, were included 
with the repair and maintenance costs. 
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Labor 
Labor cost in hay harvesting and handling is the most critical of 
all variable costs . Different sizes and types of machines and dif-
ferent systems require different quantities of labor to accomplish the 
same task. As the wage rate changes (all else constant), the total cost 
comparative advantage or disadvantage of one machine or system compared 
to another will change. To determine the effect of different wage rates 
on machinery costs, total mac hinery costs were calculated using severa l 
different wage rates. Wage rates used were $0, $3 , $5 , $10, $15 , $20, 
and $30 per hour. While actual wages may not be as high as $20 or $30 
per hour , a farmer ' s opportunity cost f or his own labor time may be this 
high or hiqher during peak seasons . 
The actual man-hours of labor needed for a task will usually exceed 
the actual field time by 10 to 25 percent because of the time required 
to prepare and service machinery, and the travel time to and from the 
field. Hence , the labor cost per hour of field time will range from 110 
to 125 percent of the hourly wage rate . In this study , labor time was 
assumed to be 110 percent of field time. If an operation required two 
workers simultaneously , a factor of 220 percent of field time was used. 
Income Tax Savings 
Tax savings were calculated for certain fixed or ownership costs 
and are an annual fixed amount . Tax savings were cal culated for 
interest paid on debt, depreciation, and investment credit. In effect, 
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these savings in taxes represent a reduction in owner ship costs of 
machinery to the farmer . 
In this study, the machines are financed 60 percent through debt 
capital and 40 percent through equity capital. The interest rate for 
debt capital was the same as it was for interest on investment, 9 
percent. The debt was paid off in four equal principal payments plus 
annual interest . The interest paid each year was a tax deductible 
expense. 
Three methods can be used to determine machinery depreciation for 
tax purposes . All three methods were presented in this study to 
provide for comparisons among methods. The most common method used by 
farmers is the straight-line method; it will be referred to most often. 
The other two are the declining-balance and sum- of-the- years-digits 
method ( 39) . An additional first-year deprec iation allowance can be 
taken on new or used machinery that has a useful life of six years or 
more when purchased. The current allowance was 20 percent of purchase 
cost. The first- year additional depreciation was subtracted off before 
calculating the annual depreciation for tax savings . 
Since 1975, the investment credit has been 10 percent of the eligible 
basis (initial list price or list price l ess trade-in). Since it was 
assumed that only new machinery was purchased and that there was no 
trade-in, the basis for investment credit was the initial list price. 
The investment c redit was subtracted from the income tax liability; it is 
a direct tax credit or savings and not a deduction from taxable income. 
The marginal tax rate was assumed to be 36 percent (28 percent 
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federal and 8 percent state income tax) . This would be the marginal 
tax rate for farmers filing a tax return with a taxable income of 
$16,000 to $20,000 . 
The marginal tax rates were multiplied times the interest paid on 
debt for each year, the first-year additional depreciation, and the 
annual depreciation to calculate the tax savings. The annual equivalent 
values for each of these items and the investment credit were calcu-
lated. The annual equivalent values for investment credit , interest 
paid on debt, and first-year additional depreciation were added to the 
annual equivalent value calculated for each depreciation method to obtain 
the annual equivalent value of tax savings . They were individually sub-
tracted from the total annual fixed costs of the fa rm machinery. 
The Machines and Systems 
Harvesting and handling hay involves four basic s teps : cutting and 
windrowing, packaging , handling into storage , and handling out of storage 
or feeding. 
Cutting and windrowing systems 
1) Conventional seven foot cutterbar mower and a nine foot side-
delivery rake. Both were powered by a 60 hp tractor. 
2) Conventional nine foot cutterbar mower and a nine foot side-
deli very rake. Both were powered by a 60 hp tractor. 
3) Ten foot mower-conditioner with windro~-forming shields powered 
by a 70 hp tractor. 
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4) Twelve foot pull - type windrower power ed by a 70 hp trac tor . 
5) Fourteen f oo t pull-type windrower powered by a 70 hp tractor . 
6) Twelve foot self-propelled windrower powered by a 65 hp gaso-
line engine . 
7) Fourteen foot self- propelled windrower powered by a 65 hp gaso-
line engine. 
The uni t measurement of cos t for c utting and raking hay was 
dollars per ac r e. Hay c ut with conventio nal cutt erbar mowers required 
raking with each cutting . For the windrowers, no raking was assumed to 
be needed . 
Packaging s y stems 
The f o rm in which hay is packaged determines the methods by which it 
can be handled , stored and fed. Theref ore , it is necessary t o a nalyze 
the compl ete system o f packaging, storing, and feeding whe n sel ecting a 
fo r age packaging sys t em. Storing and f eeding systems were given f or 
each packaging metho d . The packaging methods were : 
1) Conventional square bal er with extension c hute. Bales we r e 
manually stacked on flat wagons pulled behind the baler. The rate of 
packaging and loading was 5 tons per hour. The operation required one 
man t o oper ate the tractor and baler, a nd another man t o stack the small 
bales on the wagon. The tracto r was assumed t o be 60 hp, although o nly 
30 hp is required . 
2) Conventiona l square baler with bale thrower. Ba les were random-
ly loaded by the mecha nical thrower onto racked fla t wagons pulled behind 
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the bale r. The rate of packaging and l oading was 5.25 tons per hour . 
The oper ation required one man to operate the tractor and baler . The 
tractor was assumed to be 60 hp , although o nly 45 hp is required. 
All bales were manually placed into storage buildings using a 
portable bale elevator powered by an electric motor . The operation re-
quired one man to haul the bales from the field t o storage and to unload 
the wagons . Two men were needed to s tac k the bales in the storage 
building. The men storing the bales could keep up with the ba.ler . The 
smal l bales we r e fed by manually l oading the hay onto the racked wagons 
and r andomly scattering the bales in the field . At each tonnage, it was 
assumed that e no ugh hay is hauled each day of a 120 day winter feeding 
period to e xhaust the supply. The rate of feeding was . 8 tons per hour; 
the operation was assumed to r equire only one man. 
3) One-ton s t acker . This machine makes a compressed stack of ap-
proximately 2 , 000 lbs . The packaging r ate was assumed to be five tons 
pPr hour f or hay and four tons per hour f or corn stover. The operation 
r equir ed one man to operate the tractor and s tac ker . The tractor was 
assumed to be 1 20 hp, although only 40 hp i s r equired . 
The s tac ks we r e removed from the field and p laced either in a 
central s torage yard . 25 miles from the fi eld or along the edge o f the 
field . For central storage the rate o f storage was f our tons per hour 
and the rate o f feeding was three tons per hour. For field storage, the 
rate o f s torage was s ix tons per ho ur a nd the f eeding rate of 4 . 5 tons 
per hour. Costs were cal culated using a three-point- hitch stack mower 
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with a 95 hp tractor and a wheeled- trailer stack mower with a 60 hp 
tractor. One man was required. 
4) Two-ton stacker. This machine makes a compressed stack of ap-
proximately 4,000 lbs. The packaging rate was assumed to be eight 
tons per hour for hay and six tons per hour for corn stover . The 
operation requires one man to operate the tractor and stacker. The 
tractor was assumed to be 120 hp, although only 60 hp is required. 
The stacks were removed from the field and placed either in a 
central storage yard . 25 miles from the field or along the edge of the 
field. For central storage , the storage rate was eight tons per hour 
and the feeding rate was five tons per hour. For field storage , the 
s torage rate was t welve tons per hour and the feeding rate was 7 . 5 tons 
per hour. One man, a 70 hp tractor, and a two-ton stack mover were 
required. 
5) 1,500 lb round baler. The baler makes a cylindrical bale 
weighing approximately 1,500 lbs. The rate of packaging hay was nine 
tons per hour. The operation ~equired one man and a tractor. The 
tractor was assumed to be 120 hp, although only 45 hp is required. 
The bales were removed from the field and placed either in a central 
storage yard .25 miles from the field or along the edge of the field . 
Fo r central stor age , the storage rate was 3.2 tons per hour and the 
feeding rate was 2.3 tons per hour. For field storage , the storage rate 
was 4.8 tons per hour and feeding rate was 3 .5 tons per hour. One man, 
a 70 hp tractor , and a three-point bale mover were required. 
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6) 2 , 500 lb round baler . The baler makes a cylindrical bale 
we ighing approximately 2 ,500 lbs. The rate of packaging hay was 12 . 5 
tons per hour. The operation required one man and a tractor. The 
tractor was assumed to be 120 hp, although only 60 hp is required. 
The bales were removed from the field and placed either in a central 
storage yard .25 miles fro m the field or along the edge of the field. 
For central storage , the storage rate was eight tons per hour, and the 
feeding rate was 5 . 7 tons per hour. For field storage, the storage rate 
was 4.8 tons per hour, and the feeding rate was 3.5 tons per hour. One 
man, a 95 hp tractor, and a bale mover were required. 
The investment costs for the machinery were manufacturer ' s suggested 
list pric es as of fall, 1976. The list prices, assumed tractor sizes, and 
power requirements are surrmarized in Table B3. The haying operations, 
performanc e rates, and manpower requirements are summarized in Table 
84. Restated , the basic assumptions for this cost derivation are: 
1) Economic mac hinery life is seven years for cutting equipment , 
10 years for all other machinery. 
2) The cost of invested capital is 9 percent . 
3) The cost of taxes and insurance together is . 8 percent of the 
o n-farm value of a machine at the beginning of each year. 
4) The cost of housing and service facilities is 2 percent of the 
original purchase price of a machine per year . 
5) Gasoline price , after tax credit , is $.43 per gallon . Diesel 
fuel price is $.39 per gal l on. Lubrication costs are 15 percent of fuel 
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cost s . All tractor s have diesel engines. All self-propell ed windrowers 
have gasoline e ngines . 
6) Labor time is 110 perce nt of field o r machine time . Labor cos t 
or wage rate is varied from zero to $30 per hour . 
7) Twine cost per 1 , 500 lb round bale is $ . 25 and per 2 , 500 lb 
round bale is $.30. 
bale . 
Twine cost is $ . 03 p e r bale for a small square 
8 ) Performance rates for packaging , storing , and fee d are esti-
mated in tons per hour . 
9) Performance rates for cutting and windrowing are estimated in 
a cres per ho ur . 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF COST ANALYSIS 
Using the input data , a ssumptions, and equations given in the 
previous section , the following were calculated for each operation: 
a) total annual equivalent fixed cost , 
b) total annual equivalent fixed cos t l ess the total annual t ax 
savings for each of the three depreciation methods, 
c) average repair costs per ton for different annual tonnage 
levels, 
d) average variable costs per ton for different annual t o nnage 
levels , 
e) average fixed costs per ton for different annual tonnage 
levels, 
f) average total costs per ton for different annual tonnage 
levels , 
g) average total cos t s per t on net of tax savings for different 
annual tonnage levels. 
The different variable costs (fuel, lubricant, labor, and twine) are 
constant per ton. Per ton repair costs increase with the tons of annual 
use. The total annua l fixed cost is not affected by the annual a mount of 
u se . Thus , the per unit of average fixed costs decline as the tonnage 
u se increases . The decrease in fixed costs per ton u s ually more than 
offsets the increase in per unit r epair costs. As the tonnage use in-
creases , however, the decrease in total costs per unit is much s maller , 
because the variable costs constitute an even larger proportion of the 
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total costs . 
Table 4 shows the annual equivalent fixed cost and fixed costs net 
of tax savings for each machine. Appendix Tables Cl through C42 give 
repair , variable , fixed, and total costs per unit for thirty acreage or 
tonnage levels for each machine and operation. 
From the tables, using the total cost columns, average total cost 
curves can be plotted as illustrated in Figure 1. For any given tonnage , 
the system with the lowest curve is the least-cost sys tem. Changing the 
cost of any one variable , as was done with labor , will cause the curves 
to shift by differing proportions . The system that is least- cost at a 
given level may not have been under the previous wage rate assumption. 
By determining least-cost systems at different usage levels and dif-
ferent wage rates, a least-cost map was derived showing for each 
combination of wage rate and tons har vested the least- cost system. 
Figures 2 through 11 show these mappings . Solid line s divide the graphs 
into areas within which different systems are least-cost. Since only 
specific wage rates were considered , the lines connecting the results 
obtained at these levels approximate results for the rates other than 
those actually evaluated . The lines separating the least-cost systems 
are upward sloping to the left . This indicates that as the opportunity 
cost of labor (or wage rate) increases, systems which are less labor in-
tensive become least-cost at lower levels of annual use. 
When comparing the figures for least-cost systems against the 
figures for least- cost systems net of tax-savings, it can be seen that 
the lines shift to the left. The tax- savings allows the more expensive 
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Table 4. Annual equivalent fixed costs (AEFC) 
AEFC net of tax savings 
AEFC Straight- Double- Sum- of- the-
line declining years 
balance digits 
1500 lb rd baler 
2500 lb rd baler 
$907 . 42 $596 . 54 $ 592.66 $577 . 41 
One- ton s tac ker 
Two- ton stacker 
Square baler 
1169 . 18 
1291.80 
2006.80 
759 . 09 
Sq . baler/ with b. thrower 926 . 43 
7 ft mower 
9 ft mower 
10 ft mower-conditioner 
191.33 
209 . 79 
870.51 
12 ft pull-type windrower 1296. 09 
14 ft pull- type 
windrower 
12 ft self-propelled 
wind r owe r 
14 ft self-propelled 
1334 . 78 
2127. 91 
windrower 2205 . 29 
Side- delivery rake 209 . 79 
Flat wagons (two) 267.56 
Racked flat wagons (two) 334.44 
Bale elevator 139.60 
1500 lb baler mover 31.42 
2500 lb bale mover 174 . 50 
One-ton, three-point 
stack mo wer 130.88 
One- ton, t r ailer stack 
mover 
Two- ton stack mover 
214 . 64 
549.68 
768.62 
848.92 
1319.27 
499.02 
610 . 49 
126.33 
138 . 52 
547.41 
81 5 . 03 
839.36 
1338.10 
1386. 76 
138.52 
86 . 46 
1 08 . 06 
91. 77 
9.90 
54.92 
41. 20 
67 . 56 
173 . 04 
763.62 
843 .40 
1310 . 69 
495 . 78 
593 . 51 
122.32 
134 .13 
525.45 
782.33 
805.69 
1284.43 
1331.13 
134 .13 
74 . 06 
92 .58 
91.18 
9.62 
53.44 
20.04 
65. 74 
168 . 34 
743.98 
821 . 71 
1276 . 98 
483.03 
591.91 
122 . 54 
134 . 36 
534 . 96 
796 . 49 
820.27 
1307 . 68 
1355 . 23 
134 . 36 
76 . 00 
94 . 98 
88 . 83 
8.58 
47.58 
35.68 
58 . 52 
149 . 86 
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windrowers and large-package machines to become least-cost at lower 
levels of annual use. 
Note that, even at the zero and $3 wage rates, the new large-
package systems clearly dominate all l evels of annual use. The large 
round balers t end to dominate the mid-range of tonnage levels and wage 
rates chiefly because of their l ower fixed costs and higher packaging 
rates compared to stackers . The two-ton stacker becomes least-cost at 
high tonnages and high wage rates where the two-ton package allows a 
cheaper transportation cost per ton than do the lighter weight packages. 
Some cautio n needs to be used whe n using the least- cost mappings. 
The ma ppings show only the least-cost machines or systems at each wage 
rate and level of use. The magnitude of the difference of costs between 
the least-cost system and the next cheapest alternative was often quite 
small. Additional cons iderations may suggest a choice other than the 
l east-cost alternative. This cost analysis did not consider storage 
facility costs , storage losses, feeding wastes, or the nutrient quality of 
forages in the different packages. The cost analysis compareu only 
new machinery. The costs of used conventional hay mac hinery were not 
calculated . Older machinery will usually have l ower annual fixed costs , 
but possibly higher annual repair costs than would comparable new 
machinery . Hence, used conventional mac hinery may be more competitive 
with new large-package machinery than was indicated here. 
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PROCEDURE FOR WHOLE FARM ANALYSIS 
The effects of different dry forage harvesting equipment on the 
optimum organization of a r epresentative Iowa farm were explored in this 
part of the s tudy. Selecting optimal machines requires selecting a 
complete optimal dry forage system. Harvesting, handling , storing , and 
feeding are all linked together . Farmers must balance the labor and 
mechanization advantages of large-package systems against the po-
tential losses due to outside storage and feeding waste . Here, one 
hypothetical farm was studied t o demonstrate the interactions and magni-
tude of effects of different dry forage harvesting equipment on the 
optimum farm organization . Major emphasis in this study was placed on 
the hay harvesting sequence and on the winter feeding program for a beef 
cow herd. Since this study was not concerned with summer feeding of the 
beef cow herd, it was assumed that the farm had adquate pasture for 
grazing to feed the specified beef cow herd without feeding supplemental 
harvested forages. The winter r equirements of the cow herd, in pounds of 
total digestible nutrients (TON) and of digestible protein (DP) were 
defined on a monthly basis. These demands were satisfied by a combination 
o f corn stover field grazing , hay f eeding activities , and harvested corn 
stover feeding activities which s upplied TON and DP on a monthly basis . 
Different hay harvesting sequences provided different yields and 
qualities of hay per acre. Seasonal harvesting periods also required 
different labor distributions , which in turn affected other farm enter-
prises . 
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A linear prograrraning model was used to analyze the effects of 
different dry forage harvesting equipment within a complete set of 
competitive and complementary crop and livestock enterprises . Linear 
programming combines the several alternatives into the most profitable 
farm organization within the restrictions assumed for the farm model . 
The mathematics of linear progranuning and its economic interpretations 
are discussed by Heady and Candler (15) . Its application to farm plan-
ning and the mechanics of model building are presented by Beneke and 
Winterboer (5). These topics will not be discussed here . 
Linear programming cannot tie a variable level of machine use to 
a single fixed cost for the machine . Therefore , it is not possible to 
select the optimal forage harvesting equipment combination with a single 
solution. Instead , separate programs were run with different combina-
tions of owned and c ustom-operated forage harvesting equipment assumed . 
Fixed costs for the forage harvesting equipment were subtracted from the 
solution ' s program value . The value of the program approximates income 
over variable costs in most situations . Input- output and cost coeffi-
cients from the first part of this study , as well as information from 
numerous sources, were used in the program model of the representative 
farm . The model farm is described in sufficient detail to aid the reader 
in interpreting the results . 
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The Model Farm 
The model or test farm in this study represented a South Central 
or a Southwest Iowa grain and livestock farm. Farms in these areas 
will often include forage c rops and a beef cow enterprise in addition 
to other livestock and crop activities. The Iowa Crop and Livestock 
Reporting Service (17) indicates that a large proportion of the State's 
beef cows and hay crop is in South Central and Southwest Iowa. The 
model farm may not be average for the region in a statistical sense, 
but the author believes it to be typical of the many farms in the 
region . 
Land 
The farm selected contained 320 acres of rotated c ropland . Two land 
classes were defined . One hundred and twenty acres were suitable for 
continuous rowcropping. This acreage represents the bottomland and the 
flat ridge land. Soybean acreage was limited to not more than one-half 
of t hi s acreage . Two hundred acres were suitable for crop rotations with 
meadow . This acreage represents the sloping cropland of the farm. Soy-
beans were not allowed. Crops on this land had to be rotated such that 
corn was not grown more than two consecutive years on the same field . 
Fall plowing was not allowed on either land type. 
A Southern Iowa farm also will usually have permanent and rotational 
pasture l ands . It was assumed that the farm had adequate pasture to 
feed the specified beef cow herd without feeding supplemental harvested 
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forages from May to November 15. The opportunity cost of the grazing 
lands was zero. 
Labor 
The operator was the sole laborer on this farm. The operator had 
to hire additional personnel when using a conventional baler to harvest 
hay. An additional worker was made available to assist in the corn, 
soybeans, and oats harvest . 
Additional labor could not be hired to harvest hay when using l arge-
package hay equipment , nor could labor be hired for any other activity . 
An attractive feature of large-package hay equipment is that it makes 
hay harvesting a true single individual operation and eliminates the 
need for hired labor. The labor hours available per month are given in 
Table Dl. Suitable field time available is given in Table 02. The 
labor hours given are net of 20 percent general overhead labor require-
ments (19) . 
Machinery and equipment 
The farm had a basic set of four-row crop machinery adequate for 
one person to handle the cropland available. Each model optimization had 
a different set of hay harvesting equipment. The other machinery and 
equipment remained the same throughout all solutions. Only the machiner y 
variable costs were included in the crop activities . The fixed costs of 
the machinery , other than the hay equipment, were the same for each solu-
tion, and thus could not effect the absolute differences between the 
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income values of the solutio ns. All machinery field times per acre or 
per ton we r e increased by a factor of 110 percent to allow for opera-
tional overhead t ime . 
Capi tal 
No capital restriction or accounting activity was placed in the 
model. A 9 per cent interest on investment charge was budgeted into 
the cow beef and feeder cattle enterprise costs. Interest costs were 
included in the miscellaneous costs of the other enterprise budgets. 
Cr op activities 
Crop activity operations , labor r equirements , yields , and costs are 
given in Table 03 . Only corn or soybeans could have been grown on the 
continuous r owcr op land . Several different r o tations were possible for 
the s l oping larrl, but rotations in solution were reported as individual 
c r ops . All c rops except corn stover could have been sold . Hay and 
corn stover wer e the only feeds that could not have been purchased . Late 
p l a nting and l a t e harves ting were not allowed. 
Alfalfa was grown f or hay on the model farm. The alfalfa was es-
tablished with an oats nurse crop . Alfalfa could be grown on a field 
j us t one year, two consecutive years, or three consecutive years . If 
alfalfa were grown three consecutive years $20.00 per acre additional 
f ertilizer was required to maintain the s tand. 
Alfalfa could have been harvested onc e, twice , or three times per 
year. Yield and nutrient quality depend on the stage of maturity at 
so 
harvest and the length of the regrowth period. The program had a choice 
of three different harvesting sequences: an early harvesting sequence , 
first cutting at bud stage (May 28-29); an a verage harvesting sequence , 
first cutting at one-quarter bloom (June 12-13) ; and a later harvesting 
sequence , first cutting at full bloom (June 25- 27). The second and 
third c uttings were o n the same calendar dates for all harvesting 
sequences . The second cutting was on July 18 , and the third cutting was 
on September 2. The yields and quality of the later two cuttings were 
different between sequences because o f the differences in regrowth time 
between the fir st cutting date and July 18 . Hence , five different 
cutting dates and nine different quality hays were possible in the model. 
Tabl e 5 gives the yield and nutrient values assumed . The harvesting 
sequences , yields, a nd nutrient values were derived from studies by Moline 
(23 ), and Moline and Wedin (24, 25) . The experimental plot yields in 
these studies wer e higher than typical farm yields and , thus , were reduced 
by 15 percent. A 15 percent harvesting loss was also assumed . These two 
15 percent reduc tions made yields comparable with the yields reported by 
the interviewed farmers . 
The c hoice o f harves t date will also e ffect the distribution of 
labor and the mix a nd l eve l o f other activities in labor c ritical pe riods. 
The mode l actually allowed one week periods to both cut and package hay : 
May 31 to June 6 , June 14 to June 20 , June 28 to July 4 , July 19 t o 
J uly 25 , and August 30 to September 5 . Small square bales were placed 
into cover ed storage at the time of packaging . Large packages could have 
been removed from the field during the week of packaging or the week 
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Table 5. Harvested forage yields per acre for three harvesting 
sequencesa,b 
Harvesti~ 
date 
First cutting 
May 28-29 
(bud stage) 
Second cutting 
July 18 
Third cutting 
September 2- 3 
First cutting 
June 12-13 
(1/4 bloom) 
Second cutting 
July 18 
Third cutt ing 
September 2- 3 
First cutting 
June 25- 27 
(full bloom) 
Second cutting 
July 18 
Third cutting 
September 2-3 
Dry 
matter 
harvested 
(lbs) 
2533 
2405 
1706 
3291 
2218 
1472 
3446 
1542 
1434 
62.8 
57.6 
61.1 
Crude 
protein 
% d (lbs) 
Early Harvesting Sequence 
1591 24.0 608 
1385 18 . 5 445 
1042 24 . 7 421 
Average Harvesting Sequence 
60.0 1974 19.2 632 
62 . 1 1378 21.0 466 
61.3 903 26.0 383 
Late Harvesting Sequence 
57 . 0 1964 17 .8 613 
66 . 5 1026 29.1 449 
61. 2 877 26.3 377 
Tons 
harvested 
20% moisture 
basis 
1.58 
1.50 
1.07 
2.06 
1. 39 
0 . 92 
2 .15 
0.96 
0 . 90 
a 
Sources: Moline (23), Moline and Wedin (24) , Moline and Wedin (25) . 
b 
15 percent harves t loss was assumed . Yields were reduced by an 
additional 15 percent to adjust for high experimental plot yields. 
c . . . 
IVDDM is in vitro digestible dry matter . IVDDM is assumed equiva-
lent to total digestible nutrients for alfalfa hay. 
d 
Percent of dry matter harvested . 
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af t er packagi ng. They wer e placed in central storage yards whic h were 
. 25 miles from the fields . Cutting ac tivities we re done on a per 
ac r e basis . All other hay activities, including packag ing , storing , and 
f eeding , were done o n a per t on basis. A ton o f hay was defined as a 
ton of 20 percent moisture field-dry hay at the time o f harvest. 
When f ed to beef cows , the TON , digestible p r o tein, and dry matter 
values supplied reflected the amounts available to the animal net of 
all storage losses, weathering losses, and feeding wastes . An 8 
percent storage loss f or small bales in covered storage was taken on all 
nutrients and dry ma tter. For the l a r ge packages , an additio nal 6 
perc ent loss o f d i gesti bl e protein and dry matter and an additi onal 7.4 
perc ent l oss of TON wer e subtracted after the 8 per cent cover ed s torage 
loss to account for the extra weathering loss of outdoor storage. Values 
after storage l osses are given i n Table 6 . Storage loss per centages 
we r e derived from studies by Parsons, Petritz, a nd Lechte nbe rg (28) , 
and Smith, Lechtenberg, Parsons , and Petritz (35). The feeding waste 
for small square bales was assumed to be 4 percent . Two feeding wastes 
wer e compared for large packages: 4 percent was t e when the hay was fed 
i n a rack, and 25 per cent when the hay was f ed without rac ks . Feeding 
wastes were taken f r om the farmer interviews a nd studies by Lechten-
berg ( 20) . Values after all l osses are given in Table 7. 
Corn stover could be harvested using forage stackers . The operator 
could harves t s t over if a stacker was owned . If the operator owned a 
conventional o r large r ound baler, corn s t over could be custom stacked 
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Table 6. Total diges t i ble nutrients and crude protein per harves t ed 
ton of alfalfa hay after storage lossesa 
Harvesting date Dry Matter TON Crude Protein 
and package type (lbs) (lbs) (lbs) 
First Cuttin9 : Ma.¥_ 28- 29 Early 
Harvesting Sequence 
Small bales 1472 . 0 923.3 354 . 0 
Large packages 1383 . 7 857 . 8 332 . 8 
Second Cutting: July 18 
Small bal es 1472 . 0 849 . 6 272 . 9 
Large packages 1383 . 7 786.7 256 . 5 
Third Cutting: SeE_t. 2- 3 
Small bales 1472.0 896 . 0 362 . 2 
Large packages 1383 . 7 829.7 340.5 
First Cutting: June 12-13 Average Harvesting Sequence 
Small bales 1472 .0 881 . 7 282. 2 
Large packages 1383.7 816.5 265.2 
Second Cuttin9: Julx__l8 
Small bal es 1472 . 0 911.8 308 . 3 
Large packages 1383. 7 844 . 3 289 . 8 
Third Cuttin2: Sept. 2-3 
Small bal es 1472 . 0 902 . 6 382 . 8 
Large packages 1383 . 7 835 . 8 359 . 9 
First Cutting : June 25-27 Late Harvestin9 Sequence 
Small bales 1472 . 0 840 . 5 262. 5 
Large packages 1383. 7 778.3 256 .7 
Second Cuttin2: July 18 
Small bales 1472 . 0 982 . 9 430.2 
Large packages 1383 . 7 910 . 2 404 . 3 
Third Cutting: Sept . 2..!.3 
Small bales 1472.0 896.9 385.4 
Large packages 1383 . 7 830.5 362.3 
a 
Sources : Parsons , Petritz , and Lechtenberg (28) , Smith , Lechten-
berg , Parsons and Petritz (35). 
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Table 7. Total digestible nutrients and digestible protein per harvested 
ton available to beef cows after storage and feeding losses 
Harvesting date 
and package type 
Feeding 
loss 
(\) 
First Cutting:: Ma;t 28-29 
Small bales 4 
Large packages 4 
Large packages 25 
Second Cutting: July 18 
Small bales 4 
Large packages 4 
Large packages 25 
Third Cutting : Sept. 2-3 
Small bales 4 
Large packages 4 
Large packages 25 
First Cutting: June 12-13 
Small bales 4 
Large packages 4 
Large packages 25 
Second Cutting: July 18 
Small bales 4 
Large packages 4 
Large packages 25 
Third Cutting: Sept . 2-3 
Small bales 4 
Large packages 4 
Large packages 25 
First Cuttin2: June 25-27 
Small bales 4 
Large packages 4 
Large packages 25 
Second Cutting: Jul;r 18 
Small bales 4 
Large packages 4 
Large packages 25 
Dry 
matter 
(lbs) 
TDNa 
(lbs) 
Digestible 
protein 
(lbs) 
Early Harvestins sesiuence 
1413 . 1 889.2 312 . 2 
1328. 4 823.5 293 . 3 
1037.8 G43.4 228 . 4 
1413.l 815.6 239.9 
1328.4 755.2 225 . 2 
1037.8 590.0 175 . 3 
1413.1 860.2 319 . 5 
1328.4 796.5 300.2 
1037 . 8 622.3 233 . 8 
Avera9e Harvesting sesiuence 
1413.l 846 . 5 248 . 2 
1328.4 783 . 8 233 . 0 
1037.8 612 .4 181.3 
1413 . 1 875.3 271.5 
1328.4 810.5 255.0 
1037 .8 633.2 198 . 5 
1413 . 1 866.5 338.0 
1328 . 4 802 .4 317 . 5 
1037 . 8 627.0 247 . 3 
Late Harvestin9 Sequence 
1413 .1 806 . 9 230.6 
1328.4 747.2 216.5 
1037 . 8 583.7 168 . 4 
1413.1 943 . 6 380 . l 
1328.4 873 . 8 357.l 
1037.8 682.7 278 . 2 
aTDN is total digestible nutrients. 
Table 7 (Continued) 
Harvesting date 
and package type 
Feeding 
loss 
( %) 
Third Cutting: Sept. 2-3 
Small bales 4 
Large packages 4 
Large packages 25 
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Dry 
matter 
(lbs) 
1413 . 1 
1328 . 4 
2037.8 
TDNa 
(lbs) 
861.0 
797.3 
622.9 
Digestible 
prot ein 
(lbs) 
340 . 3 
319 . 6 
248 . 9 
by a one-ton stacker at a cost of $8.00 per stack. The farmer had to 
remove the stacks from the field . An extra cost of $8.00 per acre of 
stover removed was charged for the extra fertilizer necessary to re-
place the extra nutrients removed . Stover could have been harvested 
any time after corn harvest between October l and November 15 . Yields 
and nutrient values assumed are given in Table 8. A 30 percent feeding 
waste was assumed for harvested corn stover. 
Some farmers harvest corn stover using a large round baler. The 
practice is not as common as stover stacking, however . Various methods 
are used to prepare the stover for baling. The quality of large stover 
bales throughout storage is unknown . The author concluded that there 
was insufficient information available to include corn stover baling 
in this study. 
Livestock activities 
The beef cow enterprise assumed a 90 percent calf crop of 450 lb 
steer calves and 400 lb heifer calves at 205 days. Spring calving was 
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Table 8. Total digestible nutrients and digestible protein for corn 
stover a 
Dry 
Digestible 
TON protein 
Month fed matter 
%b %b (lbs) (lbs) (lbs) 
Corn Stover Stacks 12er ton Fede 
November 910 so 473 . 2 2.08 18.9 
December 910 50 455.0 2.00 18.2 
January 910 48 436.8 1.92 17 . 5 
February 910 48 436.8 1.92 17.5 
March 910 48 436 . 8 1.92 17 . 5 
April 910 48 436.8 1.92 17.5 
d 
Corn Stover Eer acre Grazed 
November 1000 51 510 1.6 16 
December 1000 51 510 1.6 16 
a 
Source: National Research Council (26) , Strohbehn, Zmolek and 
Geasler (36) , Vetter, Weber and Gay (42) , Vetter and Ayres (43). 
b 
Percent of dry matter. 
c35 percent moisture and 30 percent feeding waste is assumed. 
d20 percent utilization is assumed. 
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scheduled for April 2. Pregnant heifers were purchased for replac ements . 
The culling rate was 20 percent. For each herd of twenty mature cows, 
there were four pregnant heifers and one bull. The model was not con-
cerned with the beef herd feed supply from May through November 15. 
It was assumed that enough grazing was available to feed the herd 
size imposed without feeding harvested forages from May through November 
15. 
Winter feed available consisted of corn s tover field grazing , 
harvested corn stover , and hay. Corn stover field grazing was limited 
to November and December . The forages were expressed as TON , digestible 
protein , and dry matter per harvested ton supplied . The beef animal ' s 
feed demand was e xpressed in TON and digestible protein needed per month 
with a limit on dry matter consumption . The monthly nutritional re-
quirements of the cows, bulls, and pregnant heifers were based on esti-
mates by the National Resear ch Council (26) for mature beef cows (1 ,102 
lb), mature bulls (1 , 764 lb) , and pregnant yearling heifers (882 lb) 
gaining 1 . 3 lbs per day. Nutritional requirements per month are given 
in Table 9 . Four bushels of corn grain per mature cow per yea r were also 
required to provide for any extra energy needs of the herd through the 
year . The budgeted variable costs for the beef cow enterprise are given 
in Table 04. Nonfeed labor requirements are given in Table D7. 
The program had the option of selling the 450 lb steer calves or 
feeding them for market at 1,100 lbs . The heifer calves could have been 
sold at 400 lbs or fed to a 900 lb market weight . Feeder calves also 
could have been purchased . The cattle fattened were fed a corn and hay 
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Table 9 . TON digestible protein requirements, and dry matter consumption 
limits for the beef herd in the studya 
Pounds Per Animal 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~c 
Nov.b Dec. Jan. Feb. Mav . Apr . 
Mature cow, 1,102 lbs wt 
TON per month 
Digestible p r otein/ 
month 
Dry matter/month 
129 
6.6 
285 
Yearling heifer, 825-1, 000 lbs wt 
TDN per month 
Digestible protein/ 
month 
Dry matter/month 
Mature bull, 1,764 lbs wt 
TDN per month 
Digestible protein/ 
month 
Dry matter/month 
169 . 5 
15.9 
300 
192 
16.5 
345 
266 .6 
13.6 
589 
350 . 3 
32 . 9 
620 
396.8 
34 . 1 
713 
310 280 310 
16.4 14.8 16.4 
589 532 589 
350.3 316 . 4 350 . 3 
32 .9 29.7 32.9 
620 560 620 
396 . 8 358 . 4 396.8 
34.1 30.8 34.1 
713 644 713 
a 
Sources: National Research Council (26), Strohbehn , Zmolek and 
Geas l er (36). 
b 
351 
35 . 1 
660 
351 
35.1 
660 
384 
33 
690 
November requirements are for only the last o ne-half o f the month . 
c 
Cows and yearling heifers calve on April 2 and are nursing c alves 
during April . 
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ration . Differences in hay quality were not defined for cattle feeding . 
The budgeted costs and resource requirements for cattle feeding are 
shown in Table D5. 
Swine production activities included in the model were a December-
June farrowing activity , a March-September farrowing activity, and four 
hog feeding activities . Feeder pigs from the four farrowings could have 
been fed to 220 lb market weight or sold as 40 lb feeder pigs. Al-
ternatively , feeder pigs could have been purchased and fed . Hogs were 
produced in open- lot facilities . Limits of 50 sows per farrowing and 
600 hogs per feeding activity were established . Budgeted costs and 
resour ce requirements are shown in Tables D6 and DB. 
Prices 
The prices assumed in the model are shown in Table D9 . The prices 
selected reflect current conditions , but were all high enough to make 
all livestock and crop activities at least slightly profitable. No 
conscious effort was made to make any particular enterprise relatively 
more profitable than others . 
Organization of Analysis 
Each of the first thirty-six farm model programs had specified: 
1) either a 9 ft mower and 9 ft side-delivery rake or a 14 ft 
pull- type windrower, 1 
2) one of the six forage packaging machines previously discussed, 
1 
The 9 ft mower and 14 ft pull-type windrower were selected for this 
analysis based on the results of the cost analysis, as shown in Figure 2 . 
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3) either a twenty-five, fifty, or one hundred head beef cow 
herd. 
All other assumptions and coefficients were identical for all thirty- six 
programs. For ease of analysis, the solutions having the same hay cutting 
and windrowing equipment, and beef herd size, but diffe~ent packaging 
machines, were grouped into sets of six solutions. For example, the 
six solutions with a twenty-five head beef herd and a 14 ft pull- type 
windrower , all represent the same farm situation , but with different 
forage packaging systems. The thirty- six solutions formed six solution 
sets . 
Next, seven modifications of other assumptions were individually 
tested for their effects on the program solutions and forage machinery 
choice. 
These modifications were: 
1) not allowing custom stover harvesting, 
21 changing the feeding waste from 4 percent to 25 percent, 
3) changing the wage rate from $3 . 50 to $5.00 per hour for 
harvesting labor, 
4) adding a half-time worker during the sununer months, 
5) not allowing hog enterprises , 
6) not allowing cattle feeding, 
7) specifying the hay acreage to be 50 acres . 
Each modification was used in a program set having a fifty head beef 
herd and a 14 ft pull windrower. The fifty- hay-acres assumption was also 
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used in a program set with a fifty head beef herd and a 9 ft mower and 
rake. These solutions formed eight additional solution sets . This was 
thought t o be sufficient t o demonstrate the effects of these conditions. 
Table 10 lists the fourteen solution sets. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF WHOLE 
FARM ANALYSIS 
The program solution values net of the fixed costs of the f orage 
equipment are presented in Tables 11through17ain this section. For 
each solution set , the packaging machine of the solution with the 
highest net program value was considered the optimum machine. All other 
machines were ranked in order from highest to lowest solution values . 
Summaries of the activities in solution for solution sets one through 
six are presented in Tables 18 through 23 . The choice of activities in 
solution changed very little among solutions . The levels of activities 
did change between solutions, but many times these differences were 
minor . It was felt that the last eight solution set s were adequately 
described in the narrative, and that tables of their solution activities 
were not necessary . A brief discussion of each solution set is given, 
followed by some observations common to all the solution sets. 
Solution Sets One and Two : The Farm with a 
Twenty-five Head Beef Herd 
9 ft mower and 9 ft sid~-delivery rake (Tables 11 and 18) 
The 2,500 lb round baler was the optimal packaging machine , fol-
lowed by the two-ton stacker , and then the 1,500 lb round baler . The 
net program value for the 2 , 500 lb round baler solution was $2,751 
greater than the net program value for the last place one-ton stacker . 
All solutions had the same cropping pattern. Rowcrops were limited by 
April field time , leaving 94 acres of alfalfa in all six solutions of the 
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set. All 94 acres were harvested first cutting, when three different 
cutting periods were available. Field time was constraining during the 
week of the second cutting , such that no packaging system could 
harvest all 94 acres in the second cutting , and consequently in the 
third cutting. The 2 , 500 lb round baler , 1,500 lb round baler, and 
the two-ton stacker could harvest about ten more acres in the second and 
third cutting than could the conventional balers and the one-ton stacker . 
The one-ton stacker was no faster than the conventional balers, and 
actually required additional operator time to remove the stacks from the 
field . All of the large-package systems harvested more acres of the hay 
crop in the early harvesting sequence than did the conventional balers. 
The distribution of haying labor in both s urraner and winter among the 
haying systems caused variation in the numbers of steer s fed and litters 
of pigs farrowed. The relative profitability o f livestock enterprises 
and labor availability was such that conventional baler systems favored 
steer feeding , the 1 , 500 lb round baler and one-ton stacker favored 
farrowing hogs, while the 2,500 lb round baler and the two-ton stacker 
struck a balance between the two enterprises . 
The beef herd grazed stover fields in Nove.mber and December, 
receiving small amounts of hay to meet their protein needs. Hay and 
corn stover stacks were fed the remainder of the winter. The same 
total amount of corn stover was fed in all cases . Less tonnage o f small 
square bales was fed than tonnage of large packages because the small 
bales had less storage loss than the larger packages . Monthly ratios 
of stover tonnage fed to hay tonnage fed ranged from 2:1 to 4 : 1 depending 
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on the quality of the stover and the hay. A ratio of approximately 
3.35 :1, stover to hay, was common for the large packages . 
14 ft windrower (Tables 11 and 19) 
The 2 , 500 lb round baler was the optimal packaging machine , fol-
lowed by the two-ton stacker , and then the conventional baler with a 
bale thrower. The 2,500 lb round baler had a $2 , 210 advantage over the 
last place one- ton stacker. The cropping pattern was approximately the 
same in each solution . April field time was not constraining because 
all solutions chose larger acreages of alfalfa instead of the maximum 
possible acres of rowcrops. (One hundred-twenty acres of alfalfa was 
the maximum possible , given the rotational choices available. i In each 
case , the 14 ft windrower enabled the operator to harvest all alfalfa 
acres in each cutting period . Again , the large-package machines har-
vested more hay in the early sequence, while no hay was harvested early 
with the conv entional balers . Other relationships are very similar 
to the 9 ft mower, twenty-five head situations. 
All of the net program values in the 14 ft windrower , twenty-five 
head set are greater than the highest net program value in the 9 ft mower 
set . The lowest net program value of the 14 ft windrower, twenty-five 
set was the o ne-ton stacker at $53 , 693 which is $820 more than the 
optimal 2 , 500 lb round baler solution of the 9 ft mower, twenty-five head 
solution set . Program values for solutions with 14 ft windrowers 
averaged $3 ,380 greater than program values for solutions with 9 ft 
mowers and the same packaging machines. This $3,380 difference is net 
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of all ownership and operating costs. 
The windrowers allowed more hay acres to be harvested and increased 
hay sales, while diminishing the value of livestock a nd other crop 
production by a much l esser amount. In this situation , the average gain 
of switching from the traditional 9 ft mower to a 14 ft pull-type wind-
rower was greater than the gain of switching from the least optimum to 
the optimum packaging machine without changing cutting and windrowing 
machinery . 
The opportunity cost of the last hour of scarce June labor was 
$32 . 93 in the 9 ft mower solution set. At $32.93 opportunity cost of 
labor and 282 acres (94 acres harvested three times) or 376 tons of hay , 
Figures 2 and 4 indicate that the 14 ft pull-type wind.rower and the 2,500 
lb round baler should be optimum. They, in fact , were in this situation . 
Solution Sets Three and Four: The Farm with a 
Fifty Head Beef Herd 
9 ft mower and 9 ft side-delivery rake (Tables 12 and 20) 
The results and relationships are basically the same as in the 
previously discussed 9 ft mower, twenty-five head cases. For the 9 ft 
mower , fifty head solution set, the 2,500 lb round baler was optimum, 
followed by the two-ton stacker , and 1, 500 lb round baler. The 2 , 500 
lb round baler had a $2 ,445 advantage over the last place one-ton 
stacker. 
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14 ft windrower (Tables 12 and 21} 
The results and r e lations hips are .basically the same as in the 
pr evious l y discussed 14 ft windrower, twenty-five head cases. The 2,500 
lb round bale r was optimum, followed by the two-ton stacker, and conven-
tional baler with bale thrower. The one-ton stacker was fourth, instead 
of sixth , as in the 14 ft windrower , twenty-five head solution set. The 
2, 500 lb round baler had a $1 , 778 advantage over the sixth place con-
ventional bal er . The average advantage for packaging machines with a 
14 ft windrower over packaging machines with a 9 ft mower is $3 , 431 in 
the fifty head sets. A noticeabl e change from the 14 ft windrower , 
twent y-five head solution set to the 14 ft windrower, fifty head solution 
se t i s that the ne t program values between the 2, 500 lb round baler and 
the two-ton stacker, a nd between the 1,500 lb r ound baler and the one-
ton stac ker , are almost equal. All solutions harvested about the same 
amount of corn stover . The solutions with large round balers had the 
stover custom stacked; the solutions with stackers had the farmer stack 
the stover . In the fifty head situation , twice as much corn stover is 
harvested as in the twenty- five head situation . The double volume of 
stover gave the owned stackers enough annual volume of use to spread 
annual fixed costs and become competitive with large round balers and 
custom stover stacking . 
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Solution Sets Five and Six: The Farm with a 
One Hundred Head Beef Herd 
9 ft mower and 9 ft side-delivery rake (Tables 13 and 22) 
At this level of beef cows , all four largs-package machines 
placed in the top four places. The 2,500 lb round baler was the most 
optimal, second was the two-ton stacker, third was the 1,500 lb round 
baler, and fourth was the one-ton stacker . The difference in net pro-
gram values between the 2,500 lb baler and the sixth place conventional 
baler was $3,781. The cropping plan for all solutions was the same as 
for the 9 ft mower, twenty-five head case. The 94 acres of alfalfa were 
distributed between the three harvesting sequences differently than in 
the 9 ft mower , twenty-five head solution sets . 
14 ft windrower (Tables 13 and 23) 
The two-ton stacker was the optimum, the 2 ,500 lb round baler 
was second , the one-ton stacker was third, and the 1 , 500 lb round baler 
was fourth . The difference in net program values between the two-ton 
stacker and the conventional baler was $3 , 176. The average advantage of 
a 14 ft windrower over a 9 ft mower was $3 , 090 . 
A major change occurred in the winter feeding activities for the 
beef herd in both the 9 ft mower, one hundred head solution set, and the 
14 ft windrower, one hundred head solution set. Corn stover is now a 
scar ce feed source because of the increased need for winter feeds. The 
solutions with conventional or large r ound balers allowed the beef herd 
graze as many stover acres as possible in November and December. All the 
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remaining acres were custom stacked and fed with hay during the remainder 
of the winter. Nol as much stover was a vailable as could have been fed. 
The proportion of stover to hay per animal during the winter feeding was 
decreased to ratios of 1:1, .9:1 , and less. The solutions with the one-
ton and two-ton stackers did not allow any stover grazing, but instead 
harvested all available stover . Stover stacks were then fed in November 
and December instead of stover grazing. The value of the additional 
nutrients saved by stacking over grazing stover was greater than the 
variable operating cost and opportunity labor cost of stacking stover 
with an owned stacker, but this value was not greater than the cost of 
custom stover stacking. 
Solution Sets Seven through Fourteen: The Farm 
with a Fifty Head Beef Herd-Special Situations 
Using the farm with fifty head of beef animals and a 14 ft windrower, 
seven special situations were presented to observe their effects on the 
selection of an optimal packaging machine. The SO acres of hay situation 
was also used with a SO beef herd and 9 ft mower . 
No custom stover stacking (Table 14) 
The farms with conventional or large round balers did not have custom 
stover harvesting available, while the farms with stackers could still 
stack stover. The two-ton stacker was the optimal machine , the 2 , SOO lb 
round baler was second , and the one-ton stacker was third. The net pro-
gram values for solutions with balers, but no stover harvesting, averaged 
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$1,07 1 less than the net program values where custom stover harvesti ng 
was allowed. This is equal to $21.42 of income per beef cow . The beef 
herd was fed 1.56 tons of large bale hay per head during the winter when 
no stover stacks were available. The opportunity cost of 1 . 56 tons of 
hay was $78.00. When stover stacks were available, the beef herd was 
fed . 58 tons of large bale hay and 1.84 tons of stover stacks per head. 
The opportunity cost of this winter ration was $52.75 . It was $25 . 25 
cheaper to winter a beef animal on a corn stover and large bale hay 
ration than on an all hay ration . This accounts for most of the dif-
ference in program values between no custom stacking and custom stacking 
solutions. The solutions with no custom stover stacking had the same 
c ropping and hay harvesting plan as the solutions with custom stover 
stacking . The no stover solutions had fewer cattle fed and less hay sold, 
but a few more hogs were fed than with the solutions with stover s t acking 
available. 
Twenty-five percent feeding waste with large packages (Table 14) 
Large packages can have high feeding wastes if not fed in a rack or 
if feeding is improperly managed . Lechtenberg (20) reported a 24.9 per-
cent waste when feeding a two- day suppl y of hay with no rack on pasture . 
Hence , programs were solved with a 25 percent feeding waste for all large 
packages , but only a 4 percent waste for small square bales. The two-
ton stacker and 2,500 lb round baler remained the best machines . The 
one-ton stacker dropped from fourth place to sixth place , and the con-
ventional baler moved up from sixth place to fourth place. The program 
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solutions all had the same crop plans and almost identical livestock 
enterprises as in the 4 percent feeding waste situation. The only 
change was that the beef herd was being fed more hay to make up for the 
waste. Stover to hay tonnage ratios were about 2 . 6:1, rather than 3 . 3:1 
in the 4 percent waste situation. The net program values for solu-
tions with large package machines and 25 percent feeding waste averaged 
$453 less than the net program values for solutions with large pdckage 
machines and 4 percent feeding waste . This is approximately the value 
of the additional hay wasted. 
Five dollars wage rate (Table 15) 
Changing the wage rate from $3.50 to $5 . 00 per hour had no effect 
on the cr op and livestock activities in solution . The net program 
values were lowered by the additional wage expense. The conventional 
baler solutions, which hired more labor, had proportionally greater 
additional expense than did the solutions with large package machines. 
The difference was enough to move the 1,500 lb round baler from fifth 
place with $3 . 50 wages to third place with $5.00 wages. The conven-
tional baler with bale thrower went from third place with $3.50 wages 
to fifth place with $5.00 wages. 
Additional surmner laborers (Table 15) 
Many farmers who do not hire workers do have family members to 
supplement the labor supply. Teenage children are most available during 
the summer school vacation months and often assist with the hay harvest. 
Family labor was added to the model program by multiplying the previous 
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J une , July, and August l abor s upplies and available s ummer field hours 
by a factor of 1 . 5 . This assumes the family l abor available is equal to 
o ne - half the operator's labor . With the additional workers , s imul -
taneous fie ld operations could be performed . The program set was run with 
the fifty head beef herd and the 14 ft pull windrower. Approximately 
fifty-four litters were farrowed in all solutions. Between 62 and 78 
head of cattl e were f ed, a nd between 380 and 460 hogs were raised . 
All solutions had the same c rop plan : 100 acres of corn, 60 acres o f 
soybeans , 40 acres of oats , and 120 acr es of alfalfa hay. A large 
portion of the hay acreage was harvested in the average harvesting se-
quence. 
All four large - package machine solutions were very close together 
i n the top four p laces . The one-ton stac ker was optimum , the 2,500 lb 
r ound baler was second , the t wo-ton s tacker was third, and the 1,500 lb 
round baler was f ourth. The maximum difference in net program value 
among large-package machines was only $339 . 55 between the one-ton stacker 
and the 1 , 500 lb round baler. The aver age net pr ogram value of all 
large- package machine solutions is $1 , 774.98 greater than the average 
net program value of the conventional baler solutions . 
While the large - package ma chines could package hay faster than the 
conventional balers , t he operator had to both package the hay and then 
remove t he large packages from the field. The conve ntional baler system 
had the hay stored by hired workers simultaneously with the baling . The 
large- package systems actually required more operator time per ton than 
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the conventional system. However, the family workers could remove the 
packages as the operator made them, thereby eliminating this d i sad-
vantage . The results of this solution set, compared to the single 
operator solution sets, imply that large-package machines, and 
particularly the 1 , 500 lb round baler and one-ton stacker , may be more 
advantageous as two-worker systems than as one-worker systems. 
No hog enterprises (Table 1.§_) 
Eliminating hog enterprises did not change the three most optimal 
machines . The 2,500 lb round baler was still first , followed by the 
two- ton stacker and conventional baler with bale thrower . Generally , 
without hogs , a few more cattle were fed and a little less hay was sold. 
Hay acreages increased slightly from the solution set with hog enter-
prises . 
No cattle feeding (Table 16) 
When no cattle feeding was allowed, the four large- package machines 
were the top four machines. The 2,500 lb round baler was first , second 
was the two- ton stacker, the one-ton s tacker was third, and the 1 , 500 lb 
round baler was fourth. Cropping patterns were the same as with cattle 
feeding . More pigs were narrowed, and fewer feeder pigs were purchased 
when there was no cattle feeding . 
Fifty acres of alfalfa (Table 17a) 
All previous solutions had alfalfa acreages ranging from 94 acres to 
120 acres. To observe the effects of a smaller hay acreage on the 
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selection of optimum haying equiµncnt , the fifty head beef herd , 9 ft 
mower; and the fifty head beef herd, 14 ft pull windrower program sets 
were solved with the hay acreage fixed at 50 acres. 
All of these solutions had identical crop patterns of 127 acres 
of corn , 27 acres of soybeans, 50 acres of oats, and 50 acres of meadow . 
Since only 254 acres of the 320 available crop acres were used , these 
solutions can be viewed as a farm situation with less land resources 
than in previous solutions. Livestock activities were approximately 
at the same levels in all solutions. 
All four large-package machine net program values were very 
close together in the t op four places o f both solution sets. In both 
the 9 ft mower and 14 ft windrower sets , the one-ton stacker was optimum, 
the 1,500 lb round baler was second , the 2 ,500 lb round baler was third, 
and the two-ton stacker was fourth . The maximum difference in net program 
values among large-package machines was $556 . 23 between the one-ton and 
two- ton stackers. The one-ton stacker had a $1,458.95 advantage in in-
come over the sixth place conventional baler with thrower . The smaller 
hay acreage creates less total demand for labor and field time than did 
large acreages . The extra operator time required to store the large 
packages was more available and less costly than in previous solutions . 
This aided the large-package machines over the conventional balers. 
The 9 ft mower solutions ' net program values averaged $757 . 91 
greater than the 14 ft windrower solutions' net program values for all 
packaging machines. The most constraining hay harvesting month in the 
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9 ft mower solution set was June . The opportunity cost of the last 
June hour averaged $9 .89. Figure 2 of the cost analysis shows that at a 
$9 .89 opportunity cost of labor and 150 acres of usage (SO acres har-
vested three times ) the 9 ft mower is optimum. The cost analysis also 
indicates that the 1,500 lb round baler should be optimum. The 1,500 
lb round baler was actually a close second to the o ne - ton stacker in 
this analysis. 
Observations General to All Solution Sets 
Harvesting sequences 
In the 9 ft mower solution sets , all solutions had the same meadow 
acreage , but each packaging mac hine caused a different choice of hay 
harvesting seque nces in solution. It is difficult t o under s tand the 
rationale behind the choices of harvesting sequences . Every solution 
was constrained by at least one s urruner labor month and by one s ummer field 
time constraint. A c l ose examination o f the soluti ons indicated that 
total harves t ed tonnage was maximized given the labor a rrl fi e ld time 
constraints. 
The quality of hay from the harvesting sequences seemed to have 
little eff ect. The programs always c hose the highest quality hay to 
be f ed . If the highest quality hay was t otally consumed, as in th ~ o r: t": 
hundred head beef hs rd cases , lesser quality hays were fed. Although 
t he p rograms could have harvested higher quality hay with ano ther har-
vesting sequence , qual ity was not important enough t o s hift even a few 
acres to the other sequence. However, feeding very l ow quality hays 
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would have reduced the program values from $15.00 to $12 . 00 per ton fed. 
Perhaps a quality differential on hay price , or a greater feed demand 
could have made quality as important as yield in determining harvesting 
times. 
The program confirmed farmers ' object to maximize yield while 
maintaining a good degree of quality. The program indicated that to 
achieve this goal, as much hay as possible should be harves ted in the 
average sequence . Farmers using large package machines without addi-
tional workers may need to harvest some hay in earlier and later se-
quences to provide the additional time needed for package removal. Large 
package machines with additional workers should be able to harvest more 
hay in the average sequence than can conventional haying systems. The 
three sequences in the program provided only a choice of cutting times 
for the first harvesting of hay . The July labor shadow prices indicate 
that it may be desirable to stagger second and third cutting dates also . 
Winter feeding of the beef herd 
In all cases , corn stover was a significant part of the beef herd's 
winter feeding program . When corn stover was grazed in November and 
December , hay was fed primarily to satisfy protein needs . The animals 
consumed more TDN than needed . When corn stover stacks were fed, hay 
was fed primarily to meet TDN needs , and more digestible protein was 
consumed than needed. Evaluating hay at $50 . 00 per ton and corn stover 
at the custom cost of harvest of $12.91 per ton , a winter ration of 
harvested corn stover and hay was $20 . 00 to $25 . 00 cheaper per head 
than an al l hay ration . 
The ratios of corn stover tonnage to hay tonnage were between 
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3.4:1 and 3.3:1 in the 4 percent hay wastage situations and between 
2 . 6 : 1 and 2.4 : 1 in the 25 percent hay wastage situation. These ratios 
are generally higher in corn stover than the ratios used by the inter-
viewed farmers. This could be because: 
1) the farmers had less corn stover wastage than the assumed 
30 percent, 
2) the farmers had greater hay wastage than the 25 percent, 
3) the quality of the farmers' hay and stover was lower than 
assumed in the programs, 
4) the nutrient demand per head is greater than assumed in the 
programs, 
5) the fa rmers were feeding more hay than necessary. 
Percentage return on investment 
While the differences in net progra,Ill y~lues between the packaging 
systems in any solution set were often relatively small, the differences 
in investment costs between the packaging systems were also r elatively 
small . Dividing the marginal program value (before fixed costs) be-
tween two syst ems by the marginal investment between these two systems , 
a first year return differ ential as a percentage of the marginal in-
vestment was calculated . These percentage returns illustrate the true 
magnitude of the change in income the small change in investment makes 
when moving from one system to another. The percentage returns were 
calculated using two different methods of calculating the marginal in-
vestment. In Table 17b, the packaging systems were ordered from lowest 
to highest investment cost, and the marginal investment was calculated 
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for each step from lower to higher investment. Table 17c gives the 
percentage return for the marginal investment between the conventional 
baler system and each of the other systems. Table 17d shows the 
percentage return for the addition $4,400 of investment required for 
purchase of a 14 ft pull-type windrower instead of a 9 ft mower 
and 9 ft rake . All the calculated percentage returns on marginal 
investment are relatively large. The positive rates range from 15 . 3 
per cent to 934 . 3 percent. The negative rates range from - 39 . 3 percent 
to -585 . 8 percent . This indicates that compared to the change in in-
vestment required, the difference in returns between difference systems 
is quite great. 
Limitations of the analysis 
The model farm provided no opportunities for the operator to do 
custom hay or stover packaging . The interviews had indicated that 
custom operating was coITm1on among owners of large-package machines. 
The model assumed the same hay price for all package types . There 
may be price differences between package sizes and types in hay markets . 
No information was available to determine such price differences . 
All hay was considered the same for the cattle feeding activities. 
There must also be advantages and disadvantages to using packages in 
feedlots . 
The amounts of hay harvested and sold seemed excessiv e . In this 
model, hay was competitive as a cash crop , particularly when harvested 
with the 14 ft windrower and large-package equipment. 
consider hay as a cash crop and would pasture or rent out extra forage 
acreages~ 
78b 
The linear programming results in this study apply only to farms 
having the specific combination of resources and conditions represented 
by the model farm . General observations can be drawn which can be 
applied to similar farms in Iowa. However, caution and good judgement 
should be used if making specific recorrmendations based on these result s , 
par t icularly for situations that are greatly different from the model 
farm situations. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The trend toward large-package f o rage harvesting machinery and 
windrowers is r eadily apparent to anyone traveling across the forage-
producing regions o f Iowa. Both the cost analysis and the whole farm 
analysis of this study indicated that large-package forage harvesting 
systems and windrowers are competitive with conventional hay harvesting 
systems on Iowa farms. This study has verified the economic wisdom of 
the current haying machinery purchase decisions being made by Iowa 
farmers. The economic advantages and popularity of large- package 
machines and windrowers will continue to grow as fuel and labor cos t s 
rise , farm workers become more scarce , and large-package management 
techniques i mprove . 
The objectives o f this study were: 
(a) to identify and classify large-package forage harves ting 
equipment. 
(b) to obtain and evaluate technical information on large-package 
forage har vesting systems . 
(c) to obtain and evaluate the experience of Iowa farm-users . 
(d) to derive the fixed and variable costs for the machines and 
d ry f o r age systems on a per unit basis. 
(e) to determine optimal dry forage systems for a representative 
Iowa farm . 
Mail questionnair es wer e sent to twelve manufacturers of stackers 
and large round balers. Twenty-eight Iowa farmer-owners o f stackers and 
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large round balers were interviewed. The farmer s were generally well-
sauis fied with their large- package f o rag e equipment. The primary 
reasons for adopting the large- package s ystems were to save physical 
s tress , to s ave labor time at harvest and feeding , and to e liminate 
hired labor. 
Wi t h the information collec ted, fixed and variable costs for each 
machine were calculated . The cos ts we r e discounted to present equivalent 
values, s ummed for all years, and multiplied by a capital recovery 
factor to find annual equivalent costs . The costs were calculated for 
several different wage rates. The wage rates represented opportunit y 
cos t s of labor . The costs of the machines and systems were compared at 
each wage rate, and the l east-cost system was selected for each level 
of annual use . The opportunity cost of labor was shown to have a 
str o ng eff ect in determining the least- cost sys tem. Even at the $3 
wage rate , the new large-package systems clearly dominated all but the 
very low t onnage levels. As wage rates rose , the heavier weight 
package systems became least-cost a t lower and lower tonnage levels. 
The 1 , 500 lb round baler system was least-cost over conventional 
sys t ems for all wage rates and usage levels . The 2 , 500 round baler was 
l east- cost ove r the 1 , 500 lb r ound baler at 240 t o ns o f annual use 
f or the $3 labor cost , and became least-cost at 120 tons for a $10 
labor cost . At a labor cos t o f $15, the two-ton stacker became least-
cost over the 2, 500 lb round baler at 880 t ons of annual use, but at a 
$20 labor cost the two-ton s tacker was least cos t at 640 tons of annual 
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use. The 14 ft pull-type windrower was least- cost at 480 acres of use 
for a $5 labor opportunity cost, at 270 acres o f use for a $10 labor 
opportunity cost, and at 180 acres of use for a $15 labor opportunity 
cost . 
Tax savings from investment also helped make the more expensive 
larger capacity package sys tems l east-cost at lower levels of use . 
With tax savings , the 2,500 lb round baler was least cos t at 160 tons 
of annual use for a $3 labor cost. The two-ton stacker became least 
cost over the 2,500 lb round baler at 640 tons of annual use for a $10 
labor cost when tax savings were deducted. 
With tax savings , the 14 ft pull-type windrower was least cost at 
180 a cr es of use (60 acres harvested t hree times) for a $10 labor 
opportunity cost . 
A whole farm analysis, using a linear programming computer budgeting 
procedure, examined the effects of different dry forage harvesting 
equipme nt on a r epresentative Iowa farm. The representati ve farm was 
a Southern Iowa grain and livestoc k farm. The farm had 320 acres of 
r o tated c ropland; pasture acreage varied with the different beef herd 
sizes specified. The operator was the sole laborer, however hired 
wo rkers were available to store s mall square bales. 
Optimal systems for the representative farm under various condi-
tions we re determined. Storage losses, feeding wastes, and forag e 
quality were considered . Labor opportunity costs were internally calcu-
lated by the program. 
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The results of the whole farm analysis verified the importanc e of 
labor availability a nd labor opportunity costs in optimum dry forage 
system selection . The analysis s ugges t ed that high summer labor 
opportunity costs may not be unusual whe r e hay product ion is a major 
enterprise. Storage losses, feeding wastes, and hay qual ity seemed 
to have relatively little effect on the determination of an optimum 
dr y forage harvesting system. 
Both analyses (the cost analys i s and whole f a rm analysis) indicated 
that the large-package f orage systems are superior over conventi onal 
square bale systems in most farm situations , except those where 
annual tons of hay har vested and wage rates are very low. (This assumes 
hay sales are no t greatly affected by package type . ) Conventiona l 
balers using mechanical bale throwers and hired s torage workers may 
be competitive if the opportunity cost of the operator ' s labor which 
is needed t o move large packages is hiqh. 
While the cos t advantage o f large-package sys tems over conventional 
small-bale sys tems was significant , the differences in costs and bene -
fits between l arge- package systems wer e often small. There may not be 
a great advantage in choosing the optimal machine compared to the next 
best alterna tive . When evaluating cos t s and compari ng differences , 
one must make certain that the appropriate opportunity cost of l abor 
is used . When the true difference in costs is known , a j udgment can be 
made as t o whether additional considerations might suggest a cho i ce 
other than the least cost o r income ma xi mizing optimum . 
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Physical advantages of the different sizes of large packages should 
be carefully considered. The analyses favored the 2,500 lb round 
bales and two-ton stacks , but manufacturer information and the inter-
views showed a preference for the 1 , 500 lb round bales and one-ton 
stacks. The corn stover harvesting ability of stackers may be another 
important consideration. The cost effects of stover feed give ad-
vantage to stackers over balers, particularly if custom stover 
harvesting services are not available or if the beef herd is large. 
The whole farm analysis suggested that the choice of cutting and 
windrowing equipment may be more important than the choice of packaging 
machinery. In the cost analysis, the 14 ft pull-type windrower had a 
sizeable cost savings over mower and rake systems for annual use 
levels over 150 acres (50 acres harvested three times) and labor oppor-
tunity costs over $15 per hour. In the whole farm analysis, the income 
benefit from a 14 ft windrower over a 9 ft mower and rake was greater 
than the income benefit of the optimal packaging machine over the least 
desirable package mac hine . Windrowers can save two-thirds the time 
required by a mower and rake system. The cost saving income and time 
advantages of windrowers were perhaps the most noticeable result of this 
study. 
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LARGE PACKAGE HAY SYSTEMS SURVEY 
Name: County: 
Aud r<'SS: 
Large Package Machine (baler or stacker) 
1. What is the make and model of your large package haymaking machine? (baler or 
stacker) 
Make: 
2. How many years have you used it? 
3 . How many years do you consider its useful life to be? 
4. How many dollars worth of repairs ~year have you experienced on the average? 
5. On the average, how many packages can you make per hour (dropping packages in 
place)? 
hay : ____ _,.pkg/hr. straw: kg/hr. _____ __,. cornstalks: pkg/hr . -------
6. How much do you estimate your packages weigh? 
hay lbs. ------ straw lbs . ------- cornstalks lbs. --------
7. What size of tractor, in PTO horsepower, do you use to operate your stacker or 
baler? hp. 
Other Haymaking Equipment Owned 
(Pl ease indicate number and size of machine) 
Mowers 
Mower-conditioners 
windrowers , pull-type 
windrowers, self-propelled 
side-delivery rakes 
square balers 
AC r o t o balers 
fo rage chopper 
large bale carriers (single bale) 
smal l bale loader-stac ker- transporter 
No. owned size or width 
annual use 
amount-unit 
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C]__':_h~_r_ llaymak_~ EquJ._pment Owned (continued) 
large bale unrollers 
large bale hauling wagon 
stack feeding wagon 
stack movers 
stack or bale processor 
Custom Packaging 
1. Do you do large package custom work? 
2 . What rates did you charge in 1975? 
per package (dropping in place) 
per package (moved to edge of field) 
extra charge for moving package 
up to two miles 
No. Owned size or width 
Yes No 
hay straw 
3. How many packages did you make for custom this past year? 
annua l us e 
amount-unit 
cornstalks 
4. How much do you think you and other custom packagers will increase or decrease custom 
rates next year? 
Nature o f Farming Operation 
1. Please give average yearly acreages of: 
corn 
soybeans 
oats 
hay 
rotational pasture 
permanent pasture 
other 
Total 
2 . What legume, grass, or legume-grass mixture do you grow for hay? 
119 
) . Haymaking: 
lat cutting 
acres 
2nd cu tting 
acres 
3rd & 4th cutting 
acres 
hay cu t for haylage 
hay made into large packages 
hay made into small bales 
straw made into large packages 
s traw made into small bales 
Number o f corn residue large packages make each year packages . 
~ . Your ave rage yea r ly hay yield is about tons of dry hay/acre. - ------
5. Stori ng big packages (check appropriate ones) 
a) along edge o f field where made 
b) central stor age yard 
c) let stand in field 
d) stored in a building 
e) other (please explain) 
6. How muc h s t o rage- weathering loss have you experienced? 
a) l ess than 5% 
b) 5-10% 
c ) 11-20% 
d) g reater than 20% - - please give estimate 
( 1 :1 • How thick is the thatch on your big hay packages? 
7. Please give for each fo r age package: the number of animals fed, the numbe r 
of months fed per yea r, and the percentage each type of fo rage package i s of 
the t o t a l ration . 
8. 
Livestock 
No . Mon t hs % No. Months 
big- packages of hay 
convent ional small bales 
hayl<'lge 
~nrn sLn lk residue packages 
Feeding big hay packages (check appropriate ones) 
a) feed i n f eeding rac ks in field 
b) feed in f eed ing racks in dry lot 
c) feed a few a t a time i n open - no rack 
d) all stacks o pen t o feeding at once 
e) feed with special feeding wagon on ground 
f) fe ed with spec ial feeding wagon in bunkline 
No . i1onths % 
k 
rk 
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9. !low did you previously or do you now feed small bales? 
a) f eed in hay rac ks in field 
b) feed in hay ra cks in drylot and/o r barn 
c ) fe~d a few a t a time scat t e r ed ac r oss field on ground 
ti) feed a few at a time on ground a t cen tral l ocation 
P) •' Lher (explain) 
10. How much waste when feeding large bales or stacks have you experienced? 
[
a) same as small baled hay fed as in #9 above 
b) more than small baled hay fed as in #9 above 
c) less than small baled hay fed as i n #9 above 
d) less than 5% 
e) 5-10% 
f) 10-20% 
g) greater than 20% - please give estimate % -------
11. How trouble free has your hay harvesting system been? 
12. Comments on gene ral satisfac tion wi th new system. 
13. With your fo rmer small bale haying system, 
a) what was the maximum no. of workers needed at any time? 
b) how many of these workers were hired? 
c) what was the wage rate? 
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14. With your new hay packaging system, 
:i) wh;1t is ttw maximum no. of workers needed at .qny time•? 
b) l1ow many of t!H!st· workers are hired? 
c) what is the current wage rate fo r hiring haying help? 
15. Comments on labor aspects of old and new systems. 
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APPENDIX B: INPUT DATA FOR DETERMINING 
FARM MACHINERY COSTS 
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Table Bl. Total accumulated repair cost equations 
a 
(7) 
4. TAR ILP x 0.50 x 0.000631 x L
1
·6 
6 . TAR ILP x 1.80 x 0 . 00251 x L 
1.3 
7. TAR ILP x 0.85 x 0.00251 x Ll. 3 
9 . TAR ILP x 1.00 x 0.00251 x Ll.3 
10. TAR = ILP x 0 . 65 x 0 . 000251 x Ll.
8 
11. TAR = ILP x 1.00 x 0 .000251 x Ll. 8 
aThere are 11 such equations; listed here are only those used in 
this study. The general form of the equation is: total accumulated 
repairs = i nitial list price x RC! x RC2 x LRC3. 
Table B2. The total accumulated repair cost equation numbers and the 
wear out life for farm machinery (7) 
Machine 
Forage Stacker 
Large Round Baler 
Conventional Square Baler 
Cutterbar Mowers 
S.P. Windrowers, mower-
conditioners 
Side-delivery Rakes 
Flat-rack Wagons 
Bale Elevators 
Bale and Stack Mowers 
TAR Equation 
Number 
4 
7 
7 
6 
9 
9 
11 
10 
4 
Wear out Life 
in Hours 
2 ,000 
2 ,000 
2,000 
1,000 
1,500 
2 ,000 
5,000 
1,000 
2,500 
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Table B3 . Price, tractor size and power requirements for machines in 
the study 
Machine 
1,500 lb round baler 
2, 500 lb round baler 
One-ton stacker 
Two- ton stacker 
Square baler 
Square baler/thrower 
7 ft mower 
9 ft mower 
10 ft Mower- conditi oner 
12 ft Mower- conditioner 
14 ft pull- type windrower 
Price 
($) 
5,200 
6, 700 
7 , 400 
11 , 500 
4,350 
5,500 
1,100 
1 , 250 
4 , 500 
6 , 700 
6 , 900 
12 ft self-propelled windrowe r 11 , 000 
14 ft self-propelled windrower 11, 400 
Side- delivery rake 1,250 
Flat wagon (two) 1 , 600 
Racked flat wagon (two) 2,000 
Bal e elevator 800 
1 , 500 lb bale mower 180 
2,500 lb baler mower 1,000 
One-ton 3 pt stack mower 750 
One-ton trailer stack mower 1,230 
Two-ton stack mower 3 , 150 
Tractor Size 
PTO 
Hors epower 
120 hp 
120 hp 
120 hp 
120 hp 
60 hp 
60 hp 
60 hp 
60 hp 
60 hp 
70 hp 
70 hp 
65 hp 
65 hp 
60 hp 
70 hp 
70 hp 
electric 
70 hp 
95 hp 
95 hp 
60 hp 
70 hp 
Power Needed 
PTO a 
Horsepower 
45 hp 
60 hp 
40 hp 
60 hp 
30 hp 
45 hp 
30 hp 
25 hp 
25 hp 
so· hp 
55 hp 
65 hp 
65 hp 
36 hp 
aMachines without a given needed PTO horsepower used ASAE average 
fuel consumption method . 
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'l'i1bl e £14 . Ope ra t i ens , µerf o rm.:incc ru. tc s , and wo r kers required for 
<;Os t unulys i s 
OpcraL.i.o n Tons Per Hr 
Mowing - 7 ft mower 4. 5 
Mowing - 9 ft mower 6 . 0 
10 ft mower- conditione r 6 . 7 
1 2 ft pull-type wind r o wer 8.2 
14 ft pull-type wind r ower 9 . 6 
12 ft s elf- p r opelled windrower 9.7 
14 ft s e lf-propelled windrower 11. 2 
Raking 9.4 
Baling - square baler 5.0 
Ba l ing - squar e baler with thrower 5 . 25 
Hauling from field square bales a nd 
unlo ad 5 to 5 . 25 
Stac king hay - 1 ton stacker 5 
Stacking hay - 2 t on stacker 8 
Baling - 1 , 500 round baler 9 
Baling - 2 , 500 round baler 12.5 
Sto ring 1 ton s t ack s 
Central 4 
Field 6 
Storing 2 ton stacks 
Central 8 
Field 12 
Workers Required 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
l 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Table B4 (Continued) 
Operation 
Storing 1,500 lb round bales 
Central 
Field 
Storing 2 ,500 lb round bal es 
Central 
Field 
Feeding 1 ton stacks 
Central 
Field 
Feeding 2 ton stacks 
Central 
Field 
Feeding 1 ,500 lbs round bales 
Central 
Field 
Feeding 2 ,500 lbs round bales 
Central 
Field 
Feeding small square bales 
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Tons Per Hr Workers Required 
3.2 l 
4.8 1 
5 .4 1 
8 1 
3.0 1 
4.5 1 
5.0 1 
7.5 1 
2.3 1 
3 . 5 1 
3.8 l 
5 .7 l 
.79 1 
-·-----· 
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Table BS. Large-package machines evaluated in the study 
Manufacturer Model Package Size Package Weight 
Lar9e Round Bales 
Ve rune er 504C 5 ft dia. x 4 ft 1000 lbs 
605C 6 ft dia. x 5 ft 1500 lbs 
706C 7 ft dia. x 6 ft 2500 lbs 
Hesston 5400 5 ft dia. x 5 ft 1000 lbs 
5800 6 ft dia. x 5 ft 1500 lbs 
International 
Harvester 241 6 ft dia. x 5 ft 1500 lbs 
Gehl 1500A 6 ft dia. x 5 ft 1500 lbs 
John Deere 500 6 ft dia. x 5 ft 1500 lbs 
Massey-Ferguson 450 5 ft dia. x 4 ft 1000 lbs 
560 6 ft dia. x 5 ft 1500 lbs 
New Holland 850 5 1/2 ft dia. x 5 1/2 ft 1200 lbs 
Lar9e Stackers 
Hesston StakHand 10 7 x 8 x 8 ft l ton 
StakHand 30A 8 x 14 x 9 ft 3 ton 
StakHand 60A 8 x 20 x 11 ft 6 ton 
John Deere 100 8 1/2 x 10 x 8 ft l 1/4 ton 
200 8 1/2 x 14 x 10 ft 4 ton 
300 8 1/2 x 21 x 10 ft 6 ton 
Farmhand 300 9 x 20 1/2 x 8 ft 3 ton 
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APPENDIX D: INPUT REQUIREMENTS, COSTS , AND PRICES 
USED FOR THE MODEL FARM 
172 
Table Dl . Available operator labor hours 
Month Hours 
January 153 . 6 
February 153.6 
March 153 .6 
April 224 
May 224 
June 192 
July 192 
August 192 
September 192 
October 192 
November 192 
December 153.6 
173 
Table 02 . Available fieldwork hours a 
Date Days availableb Hours available 
March 29 to April 25 10.3 111. 24 
April 26 to May 16 13.l 141 . 48 
May 17 to May 30 7 . 3 65 . 70 
May 31 to June 6 4.2 45 . 36 
May 31 to June 13 8.1 87 . 48 
June 14 to June 20 4.3 38.70 
June 14 to June 27 8.6 77 . 40 
June 28 to July 4 4.6 41. 40 
June 28 to July 18 14 . 4 129 . 60 
July 19 to July 25 5.1 45 . 90 
July 1 9 t o August 1 10.3 92 . 70 
August 2 to August 29 22.4 201 . 60 
August 30 to Septe mber 5 5.3 47.70 
August 30 to September 26 18. 2 163 . 80 
September 27 to October 17 12 . 8 138 . 24 
October 18 to October 31 9.4 101.52 
November 1 to November 14 7.5 67 . 50 
a 
Source : Fulton, Heady and Ayres (13) . 
b . 
Days available are for a .76 probabil i ty level. 
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Table D4. Variable costs and prices used for the beef cow enterprise 
Supplementary minerals 
Veterinary and medical 
Equi p ment and power 
Miscellaneous 
Total per cow- calf unit 
$8 . 80 
9 . 50 
7.00 
2 . 00 
$27 . 30 
Bred yearling heifer $300.00 per head 
Depreciation of bull $50 . 00 per year 
Cul l cow (1,100 lbs at 25¢/lb) $275 . 00 per head 
176 
Table D5 . Cattl e feeding variable costs and resource requireme nts per 
heada 
Steers Heifers 
Supplement $27 . 60 $19.20 
Medical 6.00 5.00 
Equipment and miscellaneou s 7 . 00 6. 00 
Total per head $40.60 $30.20 
Corn (bushels per head) 64 bu 56 bu 
Hay (tons per head) 1. 2 ton l t o n 
Labor (hours per head) 
January .84 . 78 
February . 76 . 62 
March . 86 .70 
April . 78 . 68 
May . 76 .72 
June . 72 . 66 
July .70 . 34 
August . 76 . 14 
September .46 .14 
October .46 .46 
November . 72 . 70 
December . 84 . 82 
aFeeding a s t eer calf from 4 50 lbs to 1100 lbs o r a he ife r calf from 
400 lbs t o 900 lbs . 
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Table 06. Swine production variable costs and resource requir ements 
Pork balancer 
Starter-grower 
Medical 
Miscellaneous 
Rep lacement gilt 
Cull SOW 
Total 
Corn 
Oats 
Straw 
Farrowing 
Raising 40 l b 
Feeder Pigs 
(Sow & two litters) 
$51.00 
69.90 
30.00 
20.00 
180.00 
(150.00) 
200.90 
54 bu 
6 bu 
.2 bu 
Feeding hogs 
40 lbs to 220 lbs 
(one head) 
$16 . 00 
2 . 00 
4 . 00 
22 . 00 
9 . 7 bu 
1 bu 
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Table 09. Cornmodit~ prices assumed 
Purchase Selling 
price price 
Corn $2.35/bu $2 . 30/bu 
Soybeans 6 . 50/bu 
Oats 1 . 55/bu 1 . 50/bu 
Straw 45.00/ton 40.00/ton 
Hay 50.00/ton 
Feeder p i gs 28 . 50/hd 27 . 50/hd 
Market hogs 35 . 00/cwt 
Steer calves 180 . 00/hd 175.50/hd 
Heifer calves 132 . 00/hd 128. 00/hd 
Market steer s 45 . 00/cwt 
Market heifers 42 . 00/cwt 
